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Why go all over
to meet your banking needs.
Your energies are important
. to your company. Too important to
spend in dealing with several banks
or bankers.
That's why First Interstate
Bank of Nevada offers easy access
to a wide range of business services
through a single relationship banker.
Your banker can draw on the
resources of an experienced corporate banking team for financing and
investment flexibility- credit, cash

Corporate Banking Division today.
management, investments, trust
In Reno call 784-3311. In Las Vegas,
financial services, corporate real
call 791-6277.
estate, international banking,
and more.
And because our bankers are
knowledgeable about your business,
they can make quick credit decisions
and deliver precisely what you need
when you need it.
Streamline your company's banking and spend more time on your
own business. Call First Interstate's Nobody makes banking easier.
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* Nevada's only
Burn Care Unit
* Pediatrics
* Obstetrics
* Lithotripsy
* Traumatic Brain
Injury Unit

* Cardiac Care
*Oncology
* Pain Rehabilitation * General MedicaV
Center
Surgical
* Neurological Unit
* Outpatient Surgical
* Critical and Intensive Center
Care Units
*Renal Dialysis

NEVADA'S MAJOR CLINICAL CAMPUS
UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
~

UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER

#iiiHC*CARE'
Centers

UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER

1800 Weat Chalieaton
Open 24 Houra

254·4900

383-2074
4333 NORTH RANCHO

AT THE LAKES
2760 Lake Sahara Dr

(N Rancho at Craig Ref)

4333 LAS VEGAS BLVD N
(laa Vega• Blvd N at Craig Ref)

658-4507

644-8701

LOW BASIC CHARGE
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS & INSURANCE ACCEPTED

RAINBOW MEDICAL CENTER
1341 S. Rainbow Blvd., Suite 101, Las Vegas, NV 89102

1255-4200

DAY OR NIGHT
CALL: .

I•

Extended hours
• • Open Weekends

• Medicare • Cham.ous • Culinary • SIIS • Other Insurance Accepted
Comprehensive Personal Medical Care For All Family Members ... Seniors Welcome
Specializing in Family Practice, Non-Life Threatening Emergencies,
Industrial & Personal injuries. Complete Diagnostic & Treatment Facilities:
• X·Ray • Lab • EKG • Allergy Testing on Premises •

Dr. Anthony L. Pollard & Assoc., American Academy of Family Physicians
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In today's business world, finishing second means fmishing last

Evety detail of your business, including location and office design,
are vital factors in determining your success. In las Vegas, the cards
are stacked in your favor with Hughes Center.

This high-performance business community puts you in the center
of activity with unequaled acc~ss to all major arterials and is only
minutes fromMcCarran International Airport,the las Vegas Convention
Center and the world famous Strip. Hughes Center is the center of
business in las Vegas.
Location is one detail you can't afford to overlook. We invite you to
inquire about the leasing opportunities at Hughes Center. Please call
791-4400.

A developme ,

Corporation

3800 Howard Hughes
Vegas, Nevada 89109
702•791•4400
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Small Business and Health Care
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A listing of the small-town or country hospitals that serve the rugged rural reaches of Nevada.
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Hospital Health Plan: Healthier employees and a healthier bottom line

ID

Education
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Departments

Nevada's Rural Hospitals
The University Medical Foundation: Businesses pulling together for a cause
The diverse membership of the University Medical Center Foundation Board have aimed their
sights at winning large grants and donations to improve the hospital.

"We encourage enrollees to take advantage of /ow-cost check-ups and routine tests that help
detect signs of developing illness. Our goal is to see Nevada become a healthier state."

Combining Tradition with Technology ... A Winning Prescription
The new four-story patient care facility at St. Rose Dominican Hospital combines sophisticated medical technology with a tradition of mission and service to the Henderson community.

A Bang for Your Bucks on Campus
Th e names of many of the buildings on Nevada's university campuses represent the energy and
concern the business community has long maintained for the University of Nevada.

Twenty Years of Service: Community Colleges in Nevada
Bulging at the seams with new enrollment, Nevada's four community colleges continue in their
quest to provide quality academic and occupational training to Nevada's citizens.

Cover Feature: Signs of the Times
With their new $1.7 million facility, Ronco Outdoor Advertising brings high tech and
innovation to Southern Nevada's billboards.

New this month: Nevada Executive Lifestyle
Energetic and dynamic , real estate tycoon Bill Gohres lends some insight into his successes in
business and life.

m

Speaking for Nevada: Views on health care and education

m

Corporate Profile: Managed Care Consultants, Nevada's largest PPO

m
m
Cover: Switching on as the night
sky darkens , lighting for this
billboard is powered by the solar
panels visible below the sign;
page 24 .
Photo by Michael E. Meagher
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In the face of rising health care costs and insurance premiums, how can small businesses offer
their employees health care benefits and still remain fiscally healthy?

St. Rose Dominican unveils
their new 88,000-squarefootfacility; page 14 .
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• Dr. Anthony Marlon , chairman , president and CEO of Sierra Health Services , addresses the
critical issue of health care accessibility to those who are currently uninsured.
• Steven J. Peterson of Desert Springs Hospital , discusses the cost of health care in Nevada
from a hospital administrator's point of view.
• Mark H. Dawson, University of Nevada System chancellor, underscores the importance of a
working partnership between the university system and the business community it serves.

Tax Tips: Disability Income - the Protection You Need
Business in the '90s: Financing a Start-up Business- Learn Before You Leap
Nevada Health Briefs
Nevada Briefs
Business Indicators & Analysis
Nevada economy continues to show a marked resilience to economic downturns

SMALL BUSINESS

&

of government paperwork, regulation and
ever-changing tax laws.
Where do we go from here?
The first and most obvious step should
be to make health care affordable again.

STEP ONE: Cosr CoNTAINMENT

HEALTH CARE
In the face of rising health care costs and premiums,
how can small businesses offer their employees health
care benefits and still remain fiscally healthy?

BY TERRY HILL

America's health care system is in serious trouble. No one group- doctors, insurance companies, medical suppliers, or
hospitals- are solely to blame for the state
of the nation's health care system. These
groups and many more share the responsibility for solving this crisis.
In the debate over health care, everyone agrees on one point: millions of Americans lack basic coverage. But there are
major gaps in other premises between
concerned groups. Who lacks health insurance? What is adequate coverage? Who
should pay the bills? Should America
nationalize its health system? Is health
care cost effective?

WHo's CovERED? WHo's Nor?
Today more than 212 million Americans are covered by health insurance.
Eighty-nine percent- 189 million- are
covered under employer plans or individually-purchased premiums.
Most estimates of the number of Americans who lack health coverage fall between 31 million and 37 million. But it is
erroneous to view the uninsured as one
6 Nevada Business Journal •
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group. In fact there are several distinct
subsets: employed, unemployed, low income workers, cJ1Pdren and self-employed
small-business owners. These groups require different solutions, not all of which
employment-based insurance can achieve.

THE CosT oF HEALTH CARE
The Health Care Financing Administration in its latestH ealth Care Financing
Review reported U.S. national health expenditures for 1989 were nearly $584
billion. According to the Department of
Labor, medical care prices have grown at
almost twice the rate of inflation since
1980. From 1980 to 1989, prices leaped at
an annual average rate of eight percent
while the Consumer Price Index rose 4.3
percent per year. Hospital and physician
services represent the largest shares of
these personal health expenditures - 44
percent and 22 percent respectively.
Although two-thirds of the nation's
small-business owners offer health coverage for their employees, they are severely burdened by rapidly rising premium costs and an unrelenting avalanche

"You cannot discuss access without
addressing cost," notes National Federation of Independent Business (NFIB)
PresidentJ ohn Sloan, head of the nation's
largest small-business advocacy organization. "Without affordable health care
and insurance, access is a moot issue."
Small businesses unable to avoid cost
shifts imposed on them by the federal
government suffer financially more than
their big business counterparts. Cuts in
Medicare and Medicaid reimbursement
and the ability of larger companies to
negotiate more favorable rates cause health
care providers to tum increasingly to the
remaining pool of paying patients- smallbusiness employees and individuals- to
make up the difference in costs.
As the debate continues, the small-business sector is a critical group because of
the pivotal role these firms play in the
creation of new jobs. In the 1980s, most of
the 18 million to 20 million new jobs were
created by firms with less than 20 employees. Since it usually takes one to three
years for a new business to mature to the
point where health and other benefits can
be offered, it is imperative that these businesses be allowed to grow unfettered.
In small businesses there simply are no
"deep pockets". A significant number (40
percent) of small-business owners earn
less than $30,000 a year. In addition to
basic cash flow problems, small businesses are more susceptible to labor force
instability, rapid changes in the economic
climate and the unending stream of local
state and federal regulation and paperwork. This instability makes long-range
cost planning difficult if not impossible.
Over the past decade the NFffi Foundation has conducted several comprehensive health care surveys of the
organization's membership. It is signifi-

HEALTH

cant to note that even as the liability
insurance crisis was peaking in 1986, obtaining affordable health insurance continued to be ranked as the "number one"
problem facing small business owners.
There is no doubt that a major health
care crisis is coming. All parties - employers included - must join in a combined effort to prevent a collapse of the
system. A cooperative solution will obviously take longer to achieve but it could
result in a lasting formula. Most importantly, it will benefit those who have the
greatest need- the uninsured .
HEAlTH CARE CosTs vs. Pusuc Poucv

It is not difficult to find horror stories
about rising medical costs and prohibitively expensive health insurance. In recent months, small businesses reported
premium increases ranging from 20 to
300 percent. Health care costs ofbusiness
and government according to the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) have been growing faster
than their resources for many years.
HHS Secretary Louis W. Sullivan called
the trends a "severe challenge to policymakers as we face the growing demand
for health care services and the need to
contain health care costs. The ability of
business, government and households to
meet other responsibilities is diminished
when their health care costs are growing
faster than their financial resources ."
Medicare and Medicaid account for
more than one-third of all health care
dollars spent in the U.S. But while a lot of
money is being spent, much of it is not
being used wisely. The cost-shifting and
cost-plus reimbursement institutionalized
by Medicare practices has disrupted the
entire health care market.
In addition, the Congressional Research
Service estimates that 40 cents of every
Medicaid dollar goes to long-term care
for the elderly (in some states, such as
Massachusetts, the figure reaches 75 cents
of every dollar) instead of being equitably
distributed among all groups who should
be covered. This situation will worsen as
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the nation's population ages.
A further imbalance is triggered by the
Combined Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA), which requires employers to offer health coverage to exemployees. This mandate and a tax law
limiting health premium cost deductions
for self-employed business owners to 25
percent, could jeopardize current employees' coverage. NFIB 's Sloan argues employers should not be required to remain
the primary insurer for Medicare-eligible
employees and former employees.
"Providing adequate coverage for current workers is tough enough for businesses," Sloan said. "The COBRA law is
a terrific burden as it stands, but some in
Congress are hoping to expand it even
further to include dependents."
Attempts by state governments to implement their own programs have, in many
cases, only worsened the problem. Currently there are hundreds of state-mandated health benefits that insurance is
required to cover, ranging from chiropractic care to in-vitro fertilization . Sometimes these mandates go far beyond what
is considered normal coverage, driving up
costs by creating artificial demand for
other non-essential services.
The result: everyone is forced to pay for
mandates through higher priced coverage. For small firms, mandates increase
costs by 20-30 percent. The National Centerfor Policy Analysis estimates that state
mandates are also responsible for at least
25 percent of those who are uninsured .
SMAll BUSINESS, BIG DISADVANTAGE

When there is a "health care crunch,"
small businesses get hit hardest. Health
insurance is often the single largest payroll cost for a small business - ahead of
workers' compensation and liability insurance combined. In addition to other
pressures, small businesses attempting to
provide health coverage for their employees often face these disadvantages:
Higher Costs : Small-business owners
can expect to pay 25-40 percent more for
coverage than their corporate counter-

parts. Without the benefit of size, small
firms usually are not offered cost containmentor managed-care options. The Small
Business Administration (SBA) estimates
while large firms get 95 cents worth of
benefits for their health care dollar, small
[urns receive only 60 to 75 cents worth.
Less Flexibility: Since passage of the
Employee Retirement Income Security
Act (ERISA) in 1974, an increasing number of big businesses have been able to
self-insure. This gives them several key
advantages. First, those who self-insure
are not required to comply with state
mandates. Secondly, state premium taxes
are not assessed. In addition, self-insurers
automatically have lower administrative
costs, gain more flexibility to design the
best package for their furns, and are able
to negotiate with health providers directly. Only a small number (four percent) of
all small firms can afford to self-insure.
Fair Tax Treatment: While corporations enjoy a permanent, 100 percent deduction for their health premium costs,
those individuals categorized as "selfemployed"- nearly one-half of all U.S.
businesses (partnerships, sole proprietorships, and $-corporations) are limited to a
temporary 25 percent deduction which
Congress insists on reviewing each year.
An SBA analysis predicts that if small
firms (sole proprietorships and partnerships) were allowed the 100 percent deduction now enjoyed by large companies,
more than three million uninsured Americans could be covered.
The Employee Benefits Research Institute estimates that more than 22 percent of
all self-employed business owners have
no health insurance. Full deductibility
would dramatically increase the incentive
for the self-employed to offer coverage.
UNWilliNG OR UNABLE?

There is a misconception that smallbusiness owners are unwilling to offer
health care coverage to employees. The
majority (two-thirds) of small businesses
do offer health benefits and well over 80
percent of those included an option for
July/August 1991 •
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dependent coverage. This is despite the
fact that nine out of 10 small-business
owners found health insurance to be "prohibitively expensive':
Even with the serious affordability and
availability problems they now face, small
businesses continue to take on the burden
of trying to provide health coverage. Since
NFIB' s first health survey (National
Health Report on Small Business 1978),
the number of small firms offering health
benefits had increased steadily but by
1990, health care costs sky-rocketed and
the number of small firms offering coverage began to decline. In its 1990 study, the
NFIB Foundation discovered 20 percent
of small businesses not offering coverage
said they had offered it in the recent past.
Of those small-business owners not offering coverage, many cannot even afford to
cover themselves.
NFIB is concerned that more small businesses will be forced into this position.
"When you couple this alarming trend
with an uncertain economy, the number
of those without health coverage is going
to increase even faster," Sloan said.
And there is another problem. The
nation's labor market is undergoing significantchange. The labor-intensive smallbusiness sector, already struggling to offer competitive wages and benefits is particularly susceptible to changing demographics. When added together, a shrinking labor pool, a rapidly changing economy, and higher costs for care equal
tough times ahead for small firms.
Says Sloan, "In order to get good employees, small businesses must offer good
benefits. But you cannot offer what you
cannot afford. As long as Congress refuses to deal with this crisis in a responsible manner, adequate, affordable health
care will be just a pipe-dream."
Sloan notes that small-business owners
traditionally blanch at the suggestion of
government intervention into any aspect
of business operations, but for the first
time in NFIB 's nearly 50-year history,
some of its members are openly discussing an increased role for government in
the health care issue.
8
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SoLUTION EVADING PouCYMAKERS

Congress, faced with a budget deficit
and lacking the political will to make
meaningful cuts in government spending,
is looking to employers as a potential
source of health insurance coverage.
No sooner had one federally-sponsored
group, the Bipartisan Commission on
Comprehensive Health Care (Pepper
Commission), reported its recommendations, disagreements broke out in all quarters. The suggested plan would have cost
taxpayers $66 billion in new taxes and
would have required all employers to provide coverage or contribute to a fund.
Opposition and lack of support was so
great, the measure was stillborn.
Another proposal offered with regularity by U.S. Senate's Democratic leaders
would force employers to provide health
care insurance to all workers.
"Forcing employers to provide health
insurance is the wrong approach," said
Sloan. "It doesn't address the real problem- the uncontrolled cost of health care."
Sloan points out mandated coverage would
cause an upward spiral in the cost of doing
business and undercut the competitive
ability companies need to survive.

Offer Tax Fairness: A permanent 100
percent tax deduction for health insurance
premiums would go a long way toward
defraying the high cost of health insurance for small businesses and would certainly encourage businesses to offer coverage to employees.
Reform the Medical Malpractice System: Large malpractice awards have
prompted the expensive practice of defensive medicine, where doctors order
additional and unwarranted tests to protect themselves.
Reform Medicare and Medicaid: Government policymakers must reassess the
way that Medicare and Medicaid are managed, with greater recognition of the impact on the health care market. There is
much the federal government can do simply by rethinking its spending priorities.
Insurance Reform: Predictability and .
stability, s"3ys the Health Insurance Association of America, are the keys to ensuring fair access to small employers and
their workers. Recommendations to
achieve these goals include: guarantees of
private insurance regardless of risk; assurances against cancellation due to deteriorating health; continued coverage regardless of job or carrier changes; and
limits on premium prices.

SOME INSURANCE SOLUTIONS

In 1940, less than half of all Americans
(40 percent) had coverage. By 1988, all
but 13 percent were insured. Today, after
paid vacations, health insurance is the
most common fringe benefit offered by
employers. For nine out of 10 Americans
who have private group insurance, that
insurance is provided by employers.
Despite these gains, there are several
things Congress could do to improve the
nation's health insurance plight:
Eliminate Unnecessary Coverage: Reexamine COBRA. This provision of the
1986 Budget Reconciliation Act was a
major departure from federal law and the
regulation of employers ' benefits plans.
At the very least, employers should not be
required to provide coverage that overlaps existing programs, such as Medicare.

COST CONTAINMENT SOLUTIONS

To get a handle on the two-tiered problem of rising medical costs and more
expensive (or unavailable) medical insurance, there are several barriers that, if
removed, will make the insurance marketplace more equitable by increasing the
number of participants. Congress should:
Close Loopholes: The first step is to
close the ERISA loophole that allows
self-insurance. An alternative is to give
similar advantages to those firms unable
to self-insure such as a credit for state
premium taxes paid.
Allow Minimum Coverage: A minimum
of 20 percent in cost savings would be
realized immediately if state health insurance mandates could be pre-empted to
allow for "essential care" policies.

HEAlTH

Use the Tax Code to Encourage Incentives: There are several tax code provisions which could help small companies
control health care costs. These include
"cafeteria plans" (specifically rollover and
employer liability regulations), multiple
employer trusts and voluntary employee
beneficiary associations. But as written
they are currently so complex that they go
largely unused. Another option is to reinstate the individual line item deduction or
refundable tax credit for premiums.
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ANY GOVERNMENT POLICY REQUIRING
SMALL-BUSINESS OWNERS TO COVER

THEIR EMPLOYEES FOR HEALTH INSURANCE IS LI KELY TO CAUSE SMALL-BUS INESS FAILURES, HIGHER UNEMPLOYMENT
LEVELS AND HIGHER PRODUCT COSTS.

SuMMARY

The vast majority of small-business
owners believe that every American has
the right to basic health care. However,
many are fmding because of the high cost
of health premiums and their firm's marginal profitability, providing any (or better) health insurance benefits to their employees is not a sound financial decision.

Incentive based plans, such as employer
risk pools or tax-based incentives, may
encourage some employers to add health
insurance plans or expand the ones they
now offer. However, in order to induce
many of the firms not currently offering a

plan into participation, the employers' net
costs must to be reduced.
Any government policy that requires
small-business owners to cover their employees for health insurance is likely to
cause small-business failures, higher unemployment levels and higher product
costs. Because similar health insurance
plans are currently more expensive per
employee for small businesses than for
larger ones, any mandated program would
penalize small and new businesses.
The solution lies in a free-market approach which targets the high cost of
medical care. Cost containment coupled
with the removal of government barriers
plus reform of government programs will
help to ensure broader access to quality
•
health care.
Reprinted from the National Federation of Independent Business Editor's
Resource.

The new

St. Rose
Dominican
Hospital
Offers:
o

St. Rose Dominican

o

HOSPlTAL
102 E. Lake Mead Drive • Henderson, NV 89015

On June 22, 1991, St. Rose Dominican
opened the newest and most contemporary hospital in Southern Nevada.
This spectacular $20 million
healthcare facility encompasses
88,000 sq. ft. featuring 127 patient
beds and expanded inpatient and
outpatient services.
Sponsored by the Adrian Dominican Sisters Since 1947.

o

o
o
o

o

Private &
Semi-Private
Accommodations
Family Centered
Nursing Featuring
Combined Labor/
Delivery/Recovery/
fust Partum Suites
New Surgical Suites
Enhanced By State-ofthe-Art Equipment
Same Day Surgery
Pediatrics
Intensive and Coronary
Care Unit
Intermediate Care

24 HOUR

EMERGENCY

564-2622
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n:J!l ...THINK
lLJJ STATE-OF-THE-ART
A staff of "real-world" experienced trainers and top-of -theline computer labs, including a
fully installed "Windows 3 .0"
lab, keeping pace with technological advances.

•••THINK
COST-EFFECTIVE
The highest quality training programs, the most dramatic results, and a price-tag that won't
strain the budget oftoday 's more
cost-conscious corporations
and businesses.

~~~ ;:~~6~~MADE

Meeting government standards,
training or re-training staff and
management, or simply solving
a specific industry or corporationproductivity problem. When
you think of training .. .

Truckee Meadows
Community College

Institute for Business
and Industry
Reno, Nevada

829-9000
An equal opportunity institution
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NEVADA'S RURALHOSPITALS
To most Nevadans who live in or near the population centers ofLas Vegas or Reno, the
names of the major hospital and health care facilities are familiar ones. A vast majority of the Silver State's residents can choose from a number of quality medical centers
such as St. Mary's, Washoe Medical Center, UMC, Humana Sunrise, Desert Springs,
St. Rose Dominican or Women's for their emergency, major medical, or surgical care.
However, to those Nevadans living in the rugged rural reaches ofthe state, health care
choices are considerably fewer- a fact that makes these small country. hospitals all
the more important to the communities they serve .1ndeed, thisfact has not escaped the
hospitals themselves, all ofwhich have expressed a willingness to discuss contractual
agreements with health plan operators in an effort to contain spiraling costs. To complete our health care issue, NBJ has compiled a listfeatw·ing name, address, administrator!contact and bed capacity ofNevada's small-town hospitals and medical centers.

BATILEMOUNTAIN
Sixth & Humboldt #99-1
Battle Mountain, NV 89820
Kathy Ancho, Administrator
15 beds

MT. GRANT GENERALHOSPITAL
P.O. Box 1510
Hawthorne, NV 89415
Richard Munger, Administrator
35 beds

CHURCHILL COMMUNITY
155 N. Taylor Street
Fallon, NV 89406
Jeffrey Feike, Administrator
40 beds

HUMBOLDT GENERAL HOSPITAL
118 E. Haskell Street
Wjnnemucca, NV 89445
Byron Quinton
30 beds

BOULDERCITY HOSPITAL
901 Adams Blvd.
Boulder City, NV 89005
Richard Kilburn, Administrator
35 beds

NYE REGIONAL MED CENTER
P.O. Box 391
Tonopah, NV 89049
john Schaper, Administrator
21 beds

ELKO GENERAL HOSPITAL
1297 College Avenue
Elko, NV 89801
Jerry Sommerville, Administrator
50 beds

PERSHING GENERAL HOSPITAL
855 6th Street
Lovelock, NV 89419
Karen Holcher, Administrator
11 beds .

ELKO REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
762 14th Street
Elko, NV 89801
Bill Welch, Administrator
n/a

SOUTH LYON MEDICAL CENTER
P.O. Box 940
Yerington, NV 89447
Ed Eaves, Administrator
14 beds

GROVER C. OILS MEDICAL CENTER
P.O. Box 38
Caliente, NV 89008
Dorine Soper
20 beds

WILLIAM BEE RIRIE HOSPITAL
1500 Avenue H
Ely, NV 89301
jack Wood, Administrator
40 beds

UNIVERSITY MEDICAL FOUNDATION:
BUSINESS PEOPLE PULLING TOGETHER
FOR AN IMPORTANT CAUSE
There are few groups more aggressive
and determined than a gathering of business and civic leaders committed to a
cause, especially when that cause benefits
the entire community.
Such is the case with the diverse membership of the University Medical Center
Foundation Board Inc., a group of physicians, attorneys, business leaders and
other concerned citizens who have aimed
their sights at winning large grants and
donations to improve the hospital.
The foundation plans to use those funds
to equip Nevada's first free-standing
trauma and pediatric care center, a facility that once built, will be the most modem and advanced in the country.
Presently heading this effort is David
Smith, president and chief executive officer of Continental National Bank, who is
completing his third term as president of
the UMC Foundation Board.
"The goal of the foundations is simple
- to raise funds for the improvement ofthe
hospital," said Smith. "The task is convincing the public and business leaders
that they should be a part of this process."
According to Smith, business leaders
appreciate the direct approach when being asked for their financial support.
"They want to know the need and the
return on their investment," Smith said.
"When you are investing in the future of
UMC, you are investing in the future of
medical care in our community."
University Medical Center, said Smith,
has been a part of the community since
1931. The hospital extends its serv ices to
anyone who requires hospital care, is the

David Smith, president of the
UMC Foundation Board
state's major medical teaching facility,
continues to pioneer new medical services for the community and is the community's major not-for-profit hospital.
"The services that University Medical
Center is providing our state and community are vital," said Smith, "UMC is the
major trauma center for Southern Nevada , operates the state's only bum care
unit, performed the state's first kidney
transplant, and has been first, time and
again, in acquiring the latest technologi'
As the state's major teaching hospital,
UMC is also training the doctors and
nurses that will staff hospitals and Clinics
throughout the community and state.
"Providing our major not-for-profit
hospital with support in acquiring technology and helping it to fulfill its teaching

responsibilities should be a community
concern," said Smith. "Anyone of us, for
example, could be a trauma victim and
should be just as concerned about having
that service available as we are about
having police and fire protection."
The foundation's chief fund-raising
activity has been the local broadcast ofthe
Children 's Miracle Network Telethon.
This year's telethon raised more than
$452,000 - earmarked for the purchase of
pediatric care equipment for UMC.
While the telethon will always remain
an important fund -raiser, the foundation (formed in 1982) is setting its sights
on large grants and donations to help the
hospital equip a new trauma center.
With a planned location adjacent to the
hospital, the new trauma center will include its own surgical suites,. adult intensive care unit, pediatric ward, pediatric
intensive c.are unit, pediatric emergency
department and hi-tech diagnostic and
computer equipment.
UMC was designated by the state in
1988 as the Level II trauma center, following a rigorous inspection by the American College of Surgeons Committee of
Trauma. Because ofUMC's high level of
trauma care, state regulation mandates
that all trauma patients in Southern Nevada be transported there for treatment.
"The design of the new trauma center
with its highly specialized staff will allow for more intense, directed and rapid
treatment," explained Smith. It also will
allow UMC to accommodate the rapidly
growing number of trauma patients it
treats each year.
"The importance of this facility and
the type of care it delivers is obvious when
you look at national statistics which list
trauma as the number-one killer of people
44 years of age and younger,"said Smith,
who noted that UMC cared for more than
2,000 trauma patients last year.
"We want to make this the premier
facility of its kind in the entire United
States," he added. "This will be a major
asset to our community for years to come
and we want the community to be a part of
making it a reality"
•
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HosPITAL HEALTH PLAN:
HEALTHIER EMPLOYEES AND

A HEALTHIER BOTIOM LINE

Managed health care systems have been
scrutinized and criticized by many and a
great deal of misinformation has resulted,
deterring many people from even considering joining a health maintenance organization (HMO). Concerns have been
raised regarding a variety of issues ranging from the quality of the care to the
flexibility in obtaining services through
this type of health care delivery system.
But, while most Americans' overall attitudes toward health care are more negative than ever before, health maintenance
organizations are adding more and more
satisfied members to their rolls.
A recent survey conducted by Gallup
for the American Managed Care Review
Association determined Americans who
belong to managed care plans are as satisfied with them as others are with the traditional insurance or indemnity plans. The
only differences in opinion concern the
cost of doctor's office visits and the time
and inconvenience of claims paperworkand in both areas, health plan members
were more satisfied than were beneficiaries of indemnity policies.
Fifteen percent of the nation's population now belongs to an HMO, and there
are plans headquartered in every state but
Alaska, Mississippi, West Virginia and
Wyoming. There are 569 HMOs in the
U.S. with some 36.5 million members- a
4.9 percent increase over year-end 1989.
12 Nevada Business Journal •
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This shows an ongoing shift away from
traditional indemnity insurance to HMOs
and similar managed care programs.
Some analysts believe that while Preferred Provider Organizations (PPOs) will
allow consumers to get used to managed
care, HMOs will be more effective in
containing costs and controlling over-utilization in the long run. Analysts also feel
more consumers will be encouraged financially to join HMOs.
Enrollment in HMOs is growing at an
average of eight percent each year, and
experiencing roughly five percent lower
inflation than a typical insurance carrier.
It is estimated that by 1995, the typical
HMO will pay $1,350 per inpatient hospital day as compared to $2,500 for the
typical insurance carrier.
The rnajority of health care costs have
been paid out of employers' pockets. In
1965, the ratio of health spending to business receipts was 0.4 percent. By 1982,
that share had tripled to 1.2 percent, indicating business health spending had
grown much faster than output during that
time period. Health spending constituted
two percent of total labor compensation in
1965 and more than tripled to seven percent in 1989. When health spending is
taken as a share of wages and salaries, the
share grows to four times its original
portion- 8.3 percent in 1989, up from 2.2
percent in 1965.

A significant proportion of business
health care costs are hidden within the
category of private health insurance premiums. Initially, the costs of these plans
are fmanced entirely by employers or are
shared with employees. Business absorbs
additional health care costs by paying
workers' compensation and temporary
disability policy premiums through the
provision of direct health care services at
the place of employment or at other sites,
and through Medicare hospital insurance
payroll tax- one half of which is paid by
the employer.
Some U.S. companies have reduced the
annual growth of their health costs as
much as 50 percent, by treating health
care as any other purchased service pursuing quality aggressively, eliminating waste and inefficiency and rewarding ,
good performance by providers. While •
some larger companies are stepping in
and taking very active roles including
employing their own health care professionals and even setting up in- hous~health
care centers, for most employers, these
are not viable alternatives.
HMOs can be the key to a business'
ability to contain health care costs and
still provide quality care. Typical health
maintenance organizations offer members savings of25 percent to 28 percent on
annual health care when compared to feefor-service plans.
Hospital Health Plan (HHP), a nonprofit HMO, maintains a cost containment strategy that includes a strong emphasis on preventative care, use of primary care physicians and an aggressive
utilization review program, which reduces the unnecessary use of hospital and
physician services while assuring quality
health care.
In addition to saving employers money,
the out-of-pocket-expenses to employees
is less than traditional health insurance
plans. With HHP, there are no deductibles
or co-insurance requirements. Enrollees
make minimal co-payments depending
on the services they require.
Some HMOs offer care to enrollees in a

HEALTH

clinic-style setting and most traditional
health insurance plans provide coverage
only for physicians and hospital care for
members when they are ill or have an
accident. These plans often require significant out-of-pocket expenses and paperwork from enrollees. Hospital Health
Plan combines the certainty of prepaid
medical expenses with the familiarity of
private practice medicine.
HHP offers comprehensive care including: home health services, hospice and
skilled nursing facility care, and access to
dieticians, physical therapists, psychologists and other specialists. Emergency
care, even out of the area, is also covered.
Established in 1988 as part of Washoe
Health System, Hospital Health Plan currently has over 20,000 enrollees. While
other health maintenance organizations
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"We offer and encourage Hospital Health Plan enrollees to take
advantage of low-cost periodic
checkups, routine screenings and
diagnostic tests that help detect
signs of developing illness. Our
ultimate goal is to see Nevada
become a healthier state."

have perished in Northern Nevada, and
nationwide, HHP continues to grow.
"Preventative care is the key to a
healthier future. And preventative care is
the cornerstone of our health care philosophy," says Allan Hanssen, HHP's chief
operating officer.
"We are one of the main providers of
the kind of care needed to heal many of
Northern Nevada's problems," Hanssen
explains. "We offer and encourage HHP
enrollees to take advantage of low-cost
periodic checkups, routine screenings and
diagnostic tests that help detect signs of
developing illness.
"Our ultimate goal is to see Nevada become a healthier state and Washoe Health
System has a variety of resources in place
to increase wellness- HHP i·s key among
•
those resources," said Hanssen.

CHEST PAIN CENTER
If you are exP.eriencing chest pain, tightness or discomfort
of any type, call us. Immediately.
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CoMBINING TRADITION
WITH TECHNOLOGY ...

A WINNING

PRESCRIPTION

The new patient care facility at St. Rose Dominican Hospital combines sophisticated
medical technology with a tradition of mission and service to the Henderson community.

Basic Magnesium Hospital in Henderson was built by the government in
1942 to serve factory workers employed
to support the war effort. After the war,
Senator Pat McCarran got wind that the
hospital was going to be closed, leaving
the families, who founded this desert community, miles from the nearest medical
facility. He called on his long-time friend
Father Peter V. Moran, who established
St. Peter's Church on Boulder Highway,
to askifthere was an Order of Sisters who
could maintain the hospital.
"Father Moran called on his close friend
Mother Gerald Barry, Mother General of
the Adrian Dominican Sisters in Adrian,
Michigan," reflected Sister Robert Joseph Bailey at St. Rose Dominican.
"Mother Barry said that she would be
happy to send Adrian Dominican Sisters
to Henderson to ensure service to the little
community. Sister Marie Daniel Lundy,
R.N. (who still lives in Henderson) , Sister
Marie Augusta, R.N. and four other Sisters who served as support staff were sent
14
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under the direction of Sister Carolyn
Harrison, the first president/CEO of
Southern Nevada's only religiously sponsored, non-profit hospital."
In June of 1947, the Sisters purchased
Basic Magnesium Hospital for $1, assumed all debts and promised to provide
emergency care to residents for at least 25
years. More than 40 years later, St. Rose
Dominican proudly unveils the newest
hospital in Southern Nevada. St. Rose
Dominican has continued to grow throughout the years to meet the health care needs
of the expanding community.
In 1955, St. Rose became the first hospital in Southern Nevada to become fully
accredited by JCAHO, the entity responsible for accrediting hospitals nationwide.
Every decade since has been marked by a
major construction project- a new threestory patient wing completed in the 1960s;
construction of the first medical office
buildings in the 1970s; and a two story
outpatient tower in the 1980s.
The new St. Rose Dominican Hospital

is an 88,000-square-foot four-story facility which increases the inpatient capacity
to 130 beds and provides expanded inpatient and outpatient services.
The new main lobby is the setting for
the gift shop, pastoral care, new chapel,
volunteer office and admitting. Relocated
to the first floor is an expanded 10-bed
ICU/CCU unit featuring a brand new
monitoring system for telemetry and ICU
patients and an area designated for future
radiology expansion and nuclear medicine. Adjacent to the main lobby will be
an outside dining courtyard to complement a new cafeteria.
Four new surgical suites are located on
the second floor, complete with afive-bed
post anesthesia care unit. An innovative
approach to nursing can be experienced
by mothers-to-be in the new maternal/
child center featuring six state-of-the-art
labor/delivery/recovery/postpartum suites
and a new central fetal monitoring system. TwooftheLDRPsuites are equipped
with a jacuzzi to help ease labor pain. An
eight-bed area designated for pediatrics,
13 additional maternal/child beds and the
nursery complete the second floor.
A 38-bed medical/surgical unit encompasses the third floor with a seven-bed
IMC (intermediate care unit) . Medical/
surgical is utilized by orthopedic, medical
and surgical patients. Same day surgery
occupies the fourth floor. A total of 45
beds provides the capability of handling
an overflow of medical/surgical patients.
All patient rooms in the new St. Rose
Dominican Hospital offer private or semiprivate accommodations and feature beautiful views of the valley.
The original facility will be renovated
to accommodate expansion of existing
ancillary services. Laboratory, radiology,
physical therapy, cardio-pulmonary, pharmacy and emergency services will be upgraded and remain in the original facility.
The new St. Rose Dominican Hospital
brings the traditions, mission and philosophy of St. Rose together with stateof-the-art medical and surgical equipment
to better serve Henderson, Green Valley
•
and all of Southern Nevada.
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be the most cost effective and service
oriented of all 'evada's PPO's. Our
medical costs were rising by over
20% annually, however, Alternet has
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MANAGED CARE CONSULTANTS
(702) 792-2994

Sick of your
insurance costs?
Here~ a
gei•VIell card.
If your health insurance makes you feel anything but good, then you're not a member
of Hospital Health Plan. Check out our advantages, then have your broker give us a
call about this group plan. It could be the healthiest move you've ever made.
WE'RE UPFRONT. With HHP, you know what's covered and what it's going to cost

before it's done. In other words, no "surprises."
WE'RE NON-PROFIT. We're working to make healthy people, not healthy pro~ts. We

put every dollar back into the programs and services that you and your employees depend
on. No one is doing more for your health.
WE'RE LOCAL. We were founded here and we're administered here. We work with local

doctors, and we're part of Washoe Health System, the region's most trusted name in
health care.
WE'RE HASSLE-FREE. With Hospital Health Plan, there's no lengthy, complicated

paperwork to fill out, and no claims to worry about. All your coverage
is handled by one prepaid monthly fee. And any co-payments are
paid at your doctor's office at the time of your visit.

Sign with us and you'll stay with us.

HOSPITAL
HEALTH
PLAN
~~ A Division of Washoe Health System
(702) 329-0101
Individual coverage not available.

Bang for Your
Bucks on Campus
The Mackay School of Mines + The Thomas & Mack Center + The Howard Hughes School
of Engineering + The Beam School of Hotel Administration + The Don Reynolds School of
Journalism + The Elardi Foundation + The Artemus Ham Concert Hall + The Judy Bayley
Theatre + The Richard Tam Alumni Center + The Fleishman Foundation + The Institute of
Real Estate + The Sam Boyd Silver Bowl + Mackay Stadium ...

These highly visible names are examples on a long list that represents the energy and
concern in the business community for the University of Nevada over the decades. On the
"bang for your buck" principle, those names represent the highest form of achievement for
both the donor and the university.
By Tom Martin
"It's the noblest form of immortality,"
said former UNLV Foundation chairman
Elaine Wynn about naming a building, a
school, an endowed chair or another important facet of the academic process after
prominent business leaders who have
made significant dollar donations. At
UNLV the most recent series of namings
represents a shift from naming buildings
after prominent educators, although at
UNR the name "Mackay"- after the flamboyant financier of the 1860s Comstock
mining boom- is still highly visible after
nearly 100 years.
Despite appearing frivolous to the unsophisticated public eye, there is a method

to all this formal naming, best explained
by Wynn, who headed up the UNLV
Foundation during its formative years in
the 1980s. "We have targeted names of
people who have respect in the community," she said of trends at UNLV. "When
future buildings and institutions are
named, they will match the prestige and
contributions of the past."
UNR Vice President of Development
Paul Page recognizes a longer tradition on
the original land grant campus, but he said
recent contributions and names in Reno
show a new focus. "Obviously Mackay is
a very important name, but others have
made significant contributions over the

years," he said. He pointed specifically to
the many contributions of casino magnate
William Harrah over the years. "In the
past they (the business community) were
looking for a partnership with the university, but they did not use present terms."
Business and university authorities are
hard-pressed when asked to pin down
when this "new partnership" began, but
Wynn, a key executive with Golden Nugget Inc., and UNR Foundation member
Ron Zurek, president of senior banking of
First Interstate Bank, Northern Nevada,
offered these comments.
"When they finished Interstate-SO (old
U.S . 40) in the 1970s, it was a big separaJuly/August 199 1 •
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Your Buclcs
on Campus

tion between downtown and the campus.
We have been building more bridges to
connect the business community and the
university ever since," Zurek said.
Much the same could be said of UNLV
in the early 1960s, when it was known as
"Tumbleweed Tech," since frequent dust
storms would make parts of the remote
campus invisible from Maryland Parkway. "By the 1980s, the Foundation helped
the business community feel secure in
UNLV'sfuture," said Wynn, "In the '80s,
we had the right mood, the right people
and the right personalties that led to the
mega-gifts and spectacular new programs." Here, there is general acclaim for
Dr. Robert Maxson's leadership at UNLV,
which has led the most ambitious private
fund-raising in the state's history. "I don't
think we could have done it until he came
on campus," Wynn said.
During the decade of the 1980s, this
shift to private funding is most recognizable at UNR, since Page points out that the
UNR Medical School, the Don Reynolds
School of Journalism, the Judicial College and other new facilities were built
primarily with private donations, as opposed to a system which saw the state as
the primary funding source even as late as
the 1960s, representing a tradition that
lasted nearly a century.
But the effect of private donations is
most dramatic at UNLV, which has been
at its permanent campus near McCarran
International Airport for less than 30 years
and in existence for less than 40 years.
"Seventeen of the last nineteen buildings
on the UNLV campus were not built with
public money," said Lyle Rivera, vice
president for development and university
relations for the Las Vegas campus. He
said that in UNLV's short history there
has always been a strong relationship with
the business community, but development
of the School of Hotel Administration in
the late 1970s marked a turning point.
"From its inception it was the inspiration ofthe hotel-casino industry," he said
18 Nevada Business journal •
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A university Is a malor con-
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slderatlon for huslnesses

wishing to relocate to Ne•
vada1 IJecause It Is a source
for a highly trained worlc
force, continuing education,
research and cultural events."

of the school. He attributes the school's
worldwide recognition to its location in
"the best training ground in the world."
For many leaders in the Nevada business community, Rivera's statement reveals a bottom line that makes investment
in the university worthwhile for a variety
of reasons. The state's future economic
development was cited most often. "We're
trying to diversify economically, so it's
mutually beneficial for both," said T.J.
Day, a charter member of the UNR foundation and a principal in the Reno real
estate development firm of Hale, Day and
Gallagher. John Goolsby, president of
Summa Corp, the leading contributor to
the Hughes Engineering School, said that
the health of Nevada's economy is directly affected by corporate involvement
in the university system. "We need to
keep Nevada students here so that they
will become future employees," said the
current vice chairman of the UNLV Foundation. "And the university needs to expand to meet continued growth." UNLV 's
Rivera points to another aspect. "A university is a major consideration for businesses wishing to relocate to Nevada,
because it is a source for a highly trained

work force, continuing education, research
and cultural events," Rivera said.
Another bottom line is university financing, which saw major funding coming from the state until the past two decades. Authorities say that slightly more
than 50 percent of financing is state generated while more than 40 percent now
comes from private and corporate sources.
"The state has an obligation to maintain
a certain educationallevel, while the Foundation creates the funds for excellence
that the taxpayer can't be expected to
provide," said Art Ham, current chairman
of the UNLV Foundation.
Day sees the university in a competitive
situation when seeking state funds . "Our
tax base is not keeping pace with growth,
so the business community must be an
alternate source of funding," he said.
Ron Zurek said private financing can
make many things "happen sooner," rather
than waiting for state funding. This has
certainly been the case at UNLV wherein less than a decade- private funding has
led to directly to creation of the engineering school, several fine arts programs, the
architecture program, certification of a
master's degree program for the business
department and certification of a real estate studies program.
For that matter the Real Estate Institute,
chaired by Jack Woodcock, a principal in
Americana Realtors/Better Homes and
Gardens in Las Vegas, may be the best
example how private funding can beat the
clock to create a new academic program.
"We did not want to create a 'folding
chair'," said Woodcock of the program
when he and other industry leaders first
realized at least $2 million was needed to
fund the curriculum and create an endowed chair. "We were lucky a degree
program like ours did not require new
buildings and laboratories- our funds are
used primarily for salaries," he said.
Woodcock cites the booming Las Vegas real estate market - "The best in the
nation" - as the reason why the institute is

Your Bucks
on Campus

three-quarters of the way to its initial goal.
"And our first students, who will graduate
in 1994, entered the program a year ago,"
he said. Woodcock said UNLV's real
estate program will be one of less than a
dozen in the country, necessary because
all phases of real estate need more professionalism for day-to-day work place demands. He also said interviews have already started for a leading educator/realtor
to chair the program. "Of course we'll
have to continue raising funds, but it's a
great feeling to get this far. And I think we
will see more programs like this from
specific industries in the future," he said.
Woodcock's timetable is light-speed
when compared to other goals seen by the
foundations on both campuses. Current
UNLV Foundation Chairman Ham, part
of a pioneer Southern Nevada business
family, reflects the views of other educational authorities with a tier system. He
describes it this way: "First we needed to
show the business community the benefits of investing in the university. Then
we need scholarships to keep our brightest students at home, creating more growth
for the university. Then, to make sure our
university compares with others nationally, we have to upgrade our administrators and faculty. Then, we have to expand
our curriculum, graduate degrees and facilities. And then, finally, we can show
firms that the university serves them by
providing training for a better work force
and leadership."
Of course along the way Ham said that
overall educational standards for the entire state are enhanced. Ham sees no timetable for this process, but he does see the
end result. "Stanford and California-Berkeley are two of the most well-endowed
universities in the country," he said, speaking with the perspective of degrees from
UNR and Cal-Berkeley. "They have raised
standards for education and half of their
funding comes from private sources," he
said. "We can't slow down, because we
are competing with them for students and

We need to show the busl-
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slty. J'hen, we need scholarships to keep our brightest
students at home."

professors. So we must have newer, higher
goals. We will never be fmished."
With that in mind, as well as the fact
that the UNLV Foundation has helped
fund $39 million for buildings, programs
and scholarships, a broad base of participation is necessary, since pockets ofbusinesses are rarely large enough for the
seven-figure contribution. The most recent former chair of the UNLV Foundation, Wynn, said the "mega-gift" is rare,
and the organization now has established
different levels of participation.
To be part of the President's Inner Circle
or the Academic Corporate Council, a
$5,000 gift is all that is required. A Presidential Associate requires a $1,000 gift.
Wynn also said that there are some
bottom lines for funding. Gifts can be
given for specific new or continuing
projects or a general Foundation fund . For
example, an endowed chair could require
$1 million to $1.5 million to start, while
funding for a rnajor building and program
could be from $5 million to $20 million.
But over time, the largest contributors
to the university will be those funding
scholarships and continuing programs.
The Elardi (for . ·evada valedjctorians)
and Greenspun (for communications studies) foundations are examples of fu nding
for scholarships. Fi e arts (musjc, dance,

drama, visual) require funding to bring
cultural programs from throughout the
world to uruversity stages and galleries.
The Barrick Lecture Series, which offers
free tickets for public, brings noted world
speakers in all fields to UNLV.
Another byproduct ofbusiness involvement has been the creation and enhancement of advisory boards and research
groups- nearly 100 on both campusesthat include the Nevada Cooperative Extension, the Council for Business Research
and many others directly tied to the marketplace. Participation in such organizations was the path Bruce Layne (UNLV,
1969, Economics) followed to become
the first alumnus to sit on the Foundation.
"The Nevada Economic Education
Council brings economic principals and
survival financing into Clark County
schools," he said. "Business is helping
youth learn about real world things through
a university program."
Business leaders also sit on advisory
councils in every university department.
Most involved with the business-university relationship point to this as a part of
Nevada's unique lifestyle. "We're a public university, open to participation with
the community at large," said Rivera.
The university also exists with a larger
context of the community. Although executives and corporations profess altruism as a key motivation, there are direct
social, political and economic relationships recognized by business leaders.
"UNLV is the only game in town, so
UNLV's growth and development of the
community as a whole are intertwined,"
said Foundation Board member Terry
Wright, chief executive of Nevada Title
in Las Vegas.
"We often forget that UNLV is a new
school and Las Vegas is also a relatively
' new' city," explains Sig Rogich, a UNR
graduate who is a former University Regent and currently President Bush's White
House assistant for public relations.
"The University needs to keep pace
July/August 1991 •
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We Won't Sit Still For.

Customers Shouldn't Sit Still
For Anything Less.
At Val Com, we know how much our customers rely
on us. That's why our sales professionals learn as
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and efficient IBMPS/2 computer solutions.
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with the marketplace and also provide
stimulus for change," said UNLV Foundation vice chair Goolsby, a Texas-Arlington graduate.
Wynn compares this relationship to a
braid of hair. "Here we have UNLV, the
entire university administration, the business community, the Board of Regents
and the state (administration and Legislature) allinterweaving."TheGeorge Washington University graduate in political
science has seen first-hand benefits of this
interweaving. "I think for the first time in
the budget process, UNLV this year was
in the proper position to bargain with the
governor and Legislature," she said. "Because of business involvement in the university, personal meetings were possible
that kept UNLV goals in the budget."
Although she only hinted at it, others say
that the rivalry between the two campuses
remains a political undercurrent, particularly since campus emollment and reapportionment of Regent districts has favored UNLV over UNR.
Speaking from the White House,
Rogich, also a principal in R&R Advertising, offers an even wider perspective.
"Las Vegas has been defensive about its
image, and often is fair game for the news
media," he said. Rogich pointed out that
growth in legalized gambling throughout
the country has taken a lesson from Nevada. "After all, the gaming industry in
Nevada has provided funding for higher
education for some time," he said. Part of
this effort was improving the university
through private contributions. "The Las
Vegas business community has let the
world know there is much more to this
city than gaming."
•
Tom Martin, a graduate of the first
class to receive degrees on the UNLV
campus in 1967-68, has been a journalist
in Southern Nevada for nearly 30 years
and has written about real estate and
business issues for more than 10 years in
daily newspapers and otherpublications.

PART OF ATTRACTING THE BRIGHTEST AND BEST EMPLOYEES IS OFFERING
THEM AN AFFORDABLE, COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH PLAN LIKE HEALTH PLAN OF
NEVADA.
NEVADA'S LARGEST AND OLDEST

HMO,

HEALTH PLAN OF NEVADA, DOESN'T

REQUIRE DEDUCTIBLES OR CLAIM FORMS. PLAN MEMBERS PAY A VERY LOW FEE
TO VISIT ANY OF MORE THAN

200

LOCAL PARTICIPATING PROVIDERS.

WITH THE PRESCRIPTION PLAN , MEMBERS HAVE LOW OUT-OF-POCKET COSTS
FOR PRESCRIBED MEDICATIO . AND MEDICAL EMERGENCIES ARE ALWAYS
COVERED, NO MATTER WHERE YOUR EMPLOYEE HAPPENS TO BE.
FOR MORE INFORMATION 0

HOW YOU CAN OFFER YOUR EMPLOYEES THE

COST-EFFECTIVE MEDICAL COVERAGE THAT KEEPS THEM HEALTHY, CONTACT A
HEALTH PLAN OF NEVADA REPRESE TATIVE AT

646-8350.

WE'LL HELP YOU KEEP YOUR HARD-WORKING EMPLOYEES WORKING HARD
FOR YOU.

HEALTH PLAN
OF NEVADA
A member of Sierra Health Sen;ces
All the benefits of good health.

TWENTY YEARS OF SERVICE

Community Colleges in Nevada
by Tom Jacobs

J

ust as people once flocked to
Nevada for the prospect of precious metal in the ground, our
state is currently experiencing a
new citizen "boom. "Today, however, the
lure is the lifestyle our state has to offer.
Thanks to a vision two decades ago, the
opportunities for Nevada citizens to enhance their lifestyles, advance their careers or simply experience the joy ofleaming something new is available to them
wherever they live. In fact, 98 percent of
the people living in Nevada are within an
hour's drive of those opportunities. They
exist on the campuses of Nevada's four
community colleges.
Each of the community colleges in
Nevada share the primary mission of tailoring their programs to fit the needs of
the communities they serve. Though more
alike than different, their responsiveness
to the different communities they serve
makes each school unique. By offering
alternative as well as traditional forms of
higher education, students can use the
colleges to rapidly gain marketable job
22 Nevada Business journal •
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skills, pursue academic subjects or expand their self-awareness- at about half
the cost of a traditional four-year school.
The schools are a rich trove of educational
services. Two decades ago, however,
Nevada was just beginning to stake its
claim to that particular Mother Lode.
It all began in Elko.

A Grassroots Movement
The residents of Elko may not have
been the first ones to recognize the need
for community colleges, but they were the
first ones to act. With $50,000 in private
contributions, Nevada's first community
college opened its doors in September of
1967. The school soon found itself in
financial troubles, but what had been just
a vision, became reality.
The previous year, in his bid for governor, Paul Laxalt had made the establishment of a community college system part
of his platform. When elected, Laxalt
made good on his promise by proposing a
bill in the 1968 Legislature to provide for

the system. The lawmakers turned down
Laxalt's bill. As a compromise, they
granted permission for a feasibility study
of community colleges by the Senate Finance Committee. The catch was that no
funds for the study were approved.
By this time, in its second year of operation, the school in Elko was on shaky
financial grounds. It wasn't that the idea
of community colleges in Nevada was a
bad one, it's just that money to fund the
effort was hard to find. From a secluded
spot, however, a nearly mythical Nevada
figure had been keeping tabs on Laxalt's
efforts and watching the struggles of the
fledgling school in Elko.

A Gift from Howard Hughes
Enter the legendary Howard Hughes.
According to Laxalt, Hughes had been
following the progress ofLaxalt' s bill and
volunteered a gift of $250,000. Half was
used to bail out the Elko school and the
other half to fund the feasibility study.
The study recommended that, besides

El.ko, community colleges be located in
Las Vegas, Reno and Carson City.
As a result of the study, lawmakers
authorized a state system of community
colleges, administered by the University
of Nevada System (UNS) Board of Regents. They also transferred El.ko Community College to the UNS Board of
Regents' authority. Construction began
for the new schools in the recommended
locations. They opened in September of
1971 with Dr. Charles R. Donnelly as
president of the new community college
division of the UNS.
At that time, there were actually only
three schools. What is now Truckee Meadows Community College (TMCC) was
the north campus of Carson City's Westem Nevada Community College. Located
at the old Air Force base in Stead near
Reno, TMCC enrolled less than 500 students in the fall of 1971. In less than 10
years, however, the Stead campus would
be in a new building, with a new name and
over 5,000 enrolled students. The rapid
growth ofTruckee Meadows Community
College was echoed by the other schools
across the state.

A History of Growth
If the beginnings of the community
college movement in Nevada were a bit
myopic, the vision was a clear one. By
fall1974, Nevada's community colleges
served more students than the state's universities. The emphasis on each campus
was occupational training, with over half
the students enrolled in health science,
fire science or law enforcement programs.
In 1977, lawmakers abolished the community college division office of the UNS
and established the system that exists today. The vice-presidents of each college
were promoted to presidents and instructed to report, through the chancellor's
office, directly to the board of regents .
As the population of Nevada grew, so
did the community colleges. With an opendoor policy dedicated to allowing anyone
- regardless of academic skills or economic status- access to higher education,

The recently renamed Community College of Southern Nevada
anticipates a record number of students enrolling this fall.
Nevada saw fit to expand the schools to
meet the needs of the communities they
serve. Today, more than half the students
in Nevada choose a community college
after high school and the total enrollment
of the four schools is currently well over
35,000 students.
Many of those students are using a
community college as a stepping stone to
a four-year degree. Jean Kirkpatrick, Bill
Walsh and Calvin Klein did. Tuition is
lower, classes are smaller and professors
are more accessible. There is more to
Nevada's community colleges, however,
than a quality education at a bargain price.

A Community Service Mandate
From the beginning, community colleges were seen as a way to enrich the
communities they served. Through occupational training programs in subjects like
mining, nursing, law enforcement and
business, the system allows students to
train for a lucrative career in a relatively
short period of time. In this way, community colleges not only help improve the
life style of Nevada residents, they contribute to the quality of available labor and
make Nevada a more attractive place for
new businesses and new jobs.
In addition , each college has an area
devoted to providing training for businesses alread here. B • bringing lowcost, state-of-the-art training programs

into the work place, Nevada's community
colleges help businesses train employees
in new skills or upgrade skills already
learned. It's another way to expand the
abilities of Nevada's workers, keeping
the jobs we already have.
There is more to life than just work,
however. Each of Nevada's community
colleges has a community services division designed to promote the joy of simply learning something new. From recreational classes such as belly dancing and
scuba diving, to more marketable skills
like flower arranging and travel agent
training, the community services division
of each college does its part in making
the lifestyle causing the current "boom"
so attractive.
That cycle of "boom and bust" threads
its way through Nevada's history. Having
the vision to carefully husband the boom
times as well as plan for the busts is the
only way to eliminate the cycle. A key
part of that vision is quality academic
instruction and occupational training for
Nevada 's citizens- economical instruction and training responsive to the current
needs of our society. Nevada's four community colleges are fulfilling their part of
the vision.
•

Tom Jacobs is the Assistant Director of
Public I nformationforTruckee Meadows
Community College .
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Solar panels provide electricity to high visibility signs that do not have utilities available to them. Ronco,
with 32 panels in operation, has one of the largest outdoor advertising solar panel inventories in the nation.

Ronco Outdoor Advertising brings high tech
and innovation to Southern Nevada's billboards
by David Hofstede

"L

as Vegas is known as the sign capital
of the world. We are retooling and

modernizing to meet the demands of this market, both now and in the future. " This was
the motivation behind the recent expansion of
Ronco Outdoor Advertising, as well as its move
to a new location and its move toward mechanization, according to Ronco founder R.H. Rieger.

"Advertising has changed," Rieger believes. "When I started
in the outdoor sign business we were just doing basic, cartoonstyle stuff, mostly highway signs. Today's intricate cut-outs
and graphics cannot be done on location, as in the past. An
indoor studio is now a necessity, as the client's demands for
more sophisticated artwork have increased substantially."
"To meet these demands, one of the new Ronco innovations
is an automatic wetting system, which has increased our
productivity. All of the posters used to be wet by hand, but this
area of our business has tripled in the past four years, so it was
time to upgrade," noted Dan Bradley, vice president of sales.
The commercial division now utilizes its own recently
acquired computerized graphics station. "Everything used to
be manually lettered and painted," said Bradley, "but now the
computer has certainly taken over the commercial industry.
For outdoor signs, computerized paint is
more expensive, but it can create images
comparable to a photograph, that can be
Left: In the billboard production area of
Ronco's new complex, sign painters can work
indoors on as many as five different billboard
projects concurrently.

PHOTOS BY
MICHAEL E.
MEAGHER

Facing page: Principals of the family-owned
and operated Ronco stand in front oftheir new
$1 .7mi!lionfacility. From left: President R.H.
Rieger; Pam Rieger, vice president of commercial; Dan Bradley, vice president ofsales;
and Kory Rieger, vice president ofoperations.
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reproduced hundreds oftimes with exact
consistency. Some companies don'thave
the manpower to send representatives all
over the country to check their signs, so
that consistency is a big advantage."
"We need to project the best artwork
possible, to get an edge on our competition, especially now with instant sign shops
popping up all over," adds Rieger. "With
computer-generated graphics you'll never
see a brush stroke. We can now produce
signs faster, cleaner and more efficient! y."
It is, however, not suitable for every
client. "In our market, the hotels are used
to getting things done quickly, to promote
their ever-changing prices of food and
special events," said Bradley. "The outdoorcomputervinyl cannot be changed at
a moment's notice and is not cost effective for simple copy."
If there is another down side to these
technological advances, it is that they
have all but eliminated the expert sign
painter. "Good painters are very difficult
to find," said Rieger. "They're a dying
breed." Rieger, however, has managed to
fmd a few, from such major markets as
New York and as far away as Cambodia.
His drive to recruit top painters and sustain this artistic side of the profession can
perhaps be traced to his own introduction
into the business.
Ronco was formed by Rieger in 1966.
Ten years earlier, after majoring in business management and advertising in college, he began working for Foster &
Kleiser, the largest outdoor advertising
company in the world at the time. During
his four years there, Rieger learned the
business and left the company after it was
sold to another firm with over 3,000 finished signs on his resume.
Rieger arrived in Las Vegas in 1965
and decided to make the city the base for
his own business. "In the beginning I had
an office in my house, and I did all the
work myself. I was strictly a one-man
operation," he recalls. Most of the signs
were painted on location, with Rieger as
construction crew, painter and sales force.
In January of 1967, Ronco purchased
United Outdoor Advertising in Utah, and
26 Nevada Business Journal •
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Left: Southern Nevada' s
booming real estate and
convention markets keep
Ronco's silk screen department busy.

Below left: A technician
prepares art for office
building signage.

in July of 1970, the Las Vegas-based
Comerford Commercial Sign was acquired. "We had signs on the highways
from Salt Lake City to Las Vegas, and
also on the routes into town from Phoenix
and Victorville, California," Rieger said,
"but we sold all those in the early '70s and
decided to concentrate on Las Vegas."
In October of 1973, the company was
incorporated into Ronco Media, Inc., and
as a result of its continued growth, it is
now the second largest outdoor advertising company in Las Vegas. Dan Bradley,
Rieger's stepson, has worked with the
company since age 12. "I started learning
the business by going out with the crews
and helping them install the signs," he
remembers. After college he returned to
the firm and started in sales, from whence
he rose to his present position. Ronco
remains family owned and operated, with
five Riegers, besides Bradley, in executive positions; Ron's wife Rose Marie is

vice president, daughter Pam is vice president of commercial, and son Kory is vice
president of operations. "All of us have
worked in the business since we were
kids," said Bradley.
The company has, however, long since •
outgrown the workload that can be han- •
died by the Rieger family. From a oneman operation at its inception, Ronco
currently boasts a staff of 48. And, after
operating for over two decades from its
original headquarters on Western Avenue, the company has moved into a new
$1 .7 million, 45,000-square-footcomplex
located on three acres.
"We started with 1,000 square feet at
our original location, and then began acquiring lots next to us for expansion," said
Bradley. "We worked our way up to 11/4
acres, but after quadrupling in size, we
outgrew that as well."
The new facility was built by Manning
Construction. The 120-day to 150-day
construction period was delayed while
Rieger requested upgrades on everything
from carpet to roof tile. "Until we moved
into this facility (on" A" S treetnear Washington) our painters were still working on
two sign racks, outdoors in the sun. Now
they work indoors, in enough area to accommodate five signs at a time."
"There are other advantages:' adds
Bradley, "including a nearby expressway
off-ramp and good access to the entire
valley. There is also a railroad spur in
back, which will be helpful whenever we
need a large delivery of wood or steel."
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fire-proof area was

<::a::lS:~~: m• prOif:ct 1the company's state~ system and computer
efumre phone system will
be integrated into the computer program.
The computers are networked using
four-pairphone wiring. The software was
upgraded from an analog system to digital. "With the ' Caller ID ', the computer
will know who is calling and bring up the
account before the phone is even answered," Bradley said.
The entire alarm system for Ronco ' s
complex was installed and is monitored
by Pro Security. "Wehavefour buildings,
any of which can be armed at a given
time," Bradley explained. "Periodically
our crews will be working through the
night. If their activities are confined to
one area of the complex, the rest can
remain secured, so our employees will not
feel they are in this large facility alone."
"This is by far our most extensive expansion to date," said Rieger, discussing
the ramifications of the move, "But now
we have a business that is a decade ahead

~-arne.

of its time." A. finn believe; in sh~ring his
good fortune by "giving back" to the
community, Rieger remains committed to
contributing space for community service
messages on selected Ronco billboards.
As a generous contributor to organizations such as the Salvation Army, Opportunity Village, MADD and the Nevada
National Guard, Rieger has repeatedly
demonstrated that commitment.
Another innovation is Ronco 's marketing strategy. Besides permanent locations,

Ronco's new wetting system has
streamlined the firm' s poster division

Ronco has instituted a 60-day rotation
program which has effectively increased
the visibility of the advertiser' s message,
and provides the most cost-effective utilization of the advertising dollar. "Some of
our ads are seen by as many as 100,000
potential customers daily," noted Rieger.
The acquisition of Sun Belt Inc., a convention services company, later renamed
Sun Expo, was also a contributing factor
in Ronco's need for additional space. "We
felt it would be an excellent addition to
our commercial division because of our
ex pertise in the graphics field . After all , a
convention exhibit is merely another form
of advertisement, an area in which we
specialize," noted Rieger.

The Rieger family's characteristic eye fo r detail can be fo und throughout the new f acility' s
offi ces ,from the Southwestern -style architecture to the polished brass fixtures.

The exclusive distributor and supplier
of the German engineered Alusett Construction System for 11 western states,
Sun Expo's client list, past and present, is
a prestigious one. Fujitsu, ESPN, Walt
Disney, 3-M, Hart Shaffner & Marx, Nike,
Eastman Kodak, Nikoata and Reebok, to
mention a few, are some of the more
notable companies who have contracted
the firm's services.
Sun Expo not only provides exhibitor
services for all Las Vegas-based conventions, but has no geographic limitations,
as its nationwide capabilities were recently demonstrated by successful participation in the recently completed
DEXPO (south) in Atlanta, Ga. and the
Summer Consumer Electronics Show at
McCormick Place in Chicago.
"Although this exciting area of our business is in its infancy," observes Bradley,
"It's only a matter of time before we
assume the same type of leadership position in this phase of our operations as we
have in the outdoor advertising segment."
Outdoor signs are still the breadwinner
for Ronco; among their many clients are
hotel/casinos such as Caesar's Palace, the
Rio, Four Queens and Arizona Charlies' ,
as well as other prominent local businesses, including Ethel M Chocolates and
Nevada Copy Systems. Ronco's role varies from simply producing the designs
brought to them by a client to working
with a smaller company without the budget to design their own advertising. "From
ideas to finished product, we are a fullservice operation," said Rieger.
Despite the technological innovations
that have swept through the industry, Rieger expects even more dramatic changes
in the future . "I wouldn 't be surprised if
computerized video weren't on its way,"
he said. "There could be moving pictures,
visible day and night, similar to the type
shown on the large screens currently used
in football stadiums."
Should that be what the future holds,
Rieger says Ronco will be prepared, and
that Las Vegas will continue to hold its
own against any American city when it
comes to signs.
•
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by Linn Thome
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To the casual observer,
W.L. (Bill) Gohres is somewhat of an enigma. As President and CEO of C.R.I.B.,
Ltd., a real estate development company whose credits
include the impressive Rancho del Norte and multiple
other projects, the former
Californian seems surprisingly low-keyed and downto-earth. A physically tough,
burly man, he's also a disarmingly caring and gracious
host. But make no mistake,
Gohres is both incredibly energetic and incredibly focused , a fact
which, when combined with the previously mentioned characteristics, make him
a formidable competitor in the high finance world of real estate development.
Unlike many in the field who drift into
real estate investing later into adulthood,
Gohres was hooked early on. As a matter
of fact, he entered into a joint venture with
his parents to develop an orange grove
when he was 18 and bought his first house
at the age of 20.
"I guess that was relatively rare for a
single man, especially a young one," he
says. "However, I rented it out. It was an
investment and it served me very well.
Since that time, I' ve been involved in all
facets of real estate."
Interestingly enough, Gohres began his
career as a box boy at the age of 15 for

As for Millie, Gohres maintains that meeting her was
really the turning point in his
career. "Forone.thing, Millie
got me to settle down," he
laughs. "Beyond that, the two
of us became partners in every sense of the word. We'd
buy apartments and fix them
up, doing the work ourselves.
We sell them, make a profit
and then buy more. When we
got into larger projects, we
took on some partners, but
Millie has always remained
very much involved. She's
an astute business woman and I credit her
in large part with the success we've
achieved. We're self-made- Millie and I.
We got where we are by buying and
investing, by managing our resources well
and, most of all, by working very, very
hard. Nobody gave it to us. Together,
we've cleaned houses and apartments;
we've painted them; we've done it all.
The world owes you a living, but you have
to work for it."
According to Gohres, most people tend
to hang onto a property for too long.
"Millie and I aren't greedy. We know
when to buy, when to hang on and when to
sell. We 've bought some properties, fixed
them up and then turned around and sold
them the next month. And we did the right
thing in doing that. As my father often
said, ' You never go broke making a profit. '

B 1. 1 1 • G 0 h r e s
Alpha Beta Markets in California. His
prodigious drive and ability did not go
unnoticed and within a surprisingly short
time he worked his way up to a managerial position. But working for the retail
food chain provided him with another big
break, he says. It was here that he also met
his wife Millie, who at the time was employed as a cashier.
"A few months after Millie and I married, I did something which I guess most
people in their right mind wouldn 't do ...
I quit my job as manager and went to work
for my brother's building contracting company to the business. I started from scratch,
making $25 a day. I was a quick study,
though, and before long I was a foreman.
Shortly after that, I got my license and
went into business for myself, becoming
my brother 's leading competitor."
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"The other thing is that many well-educated, well-off people don't want to get
dirty. Theydon'treallywantto be 'handson' owners and prefer to have someone
else do the dirty work. We don't. In one
instance I had a crew of five ... I was the
fifth one. It's important to know exactly
what's happening with your business or
your property. Millie and I understand
this and we've profited as a result."
Born and raised in Orange County,
Gohres says he often rode his horse over
the area that is now Disneyland. Although
his parents were Sunkist growers, his father was also a real estate investor; his
brother, a builder. That the Gohres got
into real estate and land development,
then, was almost predictable. Too, with
California's legendary growth and booming economy, the timing was right. For
those willing to take a few risks, the state
was the pot of gold at the end of the
rainbow. "If you have the guts enough,"
Gohres says, "developing real estate is
rewarding. But it's the highest risk venture there is because you have to put so
much into it." The only difference between people is zeros."
While the couple "got into apartments",
Gohres says his forte was mainly industrial parks, which proved to be enormously
lucrative. Eventually, though, the Gohres
felt that it was time to move on and the two
began carefully and methodically researching other market areas.
'This was between 1983 and 1985,"
Gohres says. "Our goal was to get out of
California and find a more promising land
. . . someplace which would be more economically feasible in the long run. Nevada's favorable tax structure, weather
and other advantages made it an excellent
choice for us. We began liquidating our
California assets and were able to buy
some Nevada properties for cash. I could
buy more in '85 and '86 because Las
Vegas was not really in its heyday. It was
a rare opportunity and we grabbed it.
Rancho del Norte is the first planned unit
development in the city of North Las
Vegas and it has done exceedingly well.
30 Nevada Business Journal •

Naturally, we're delighted. In fact, we
also have another project in the works
now on an adjoining property."
Gohres and his Senior Vice President
James Comito believe in running a "lean
and mean" operation. "We were the new
kid on the block," he explains. "We do try
to keep a fairly low profile. We run the
business out of our home. I'm a working
owner and, behind the scenes, Millie is
still a working partner, helping with the
books and other aspects of the operation.
You've got to be there. We go to city
council meetings or city planning meetings. Generally, a staff person will do this.
But with us, it's William Gohres or James
Comito. Believe me, a lot is involved in
putting together a development of this
magnitude. There are the permits, the

zoning, the general infrastructure. It's
sometimes a challenge, but Jimmy and I
know exactly what's going on at every
level, because we make it a point to."
As far as Gohres is concerned, most
companies are top heavy and would do
well to pare down. "Look at U.S. Homes,"
he explains. ''I'm convinced that's why
they 've gone belly-up. They were the
eighth largest builder in the nation, so you
have to start looking at their management
make-up. Theirs was very heavy."
While Gohres loves Nevada, he nonetheless feels certain disdain for the city
fathers or, more specifically, their lack of
foresight. "When I came to Nevada," he
says, "the whole state had under a million
people. Now, of course, we have almost a
million people just in Las Vegas. Our city
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leadership hasn't kept up with the phenomenal growth in many instances. They
were way behind in their thinking and
their response to the booming economy.
But I firmly believe in giving credit where
credit is due. The American Bank of Commercehas been invaluable to us. The CEO
Jim Bradham and his staff have demonstrated time and again that they believe in
growth and they believe in Bill and Millie
Gohres. These people had the foresight to
understand what we were doing. As a
result, a lot of people, including us, have
benefitted greatly. Rancho del Norte is a
$500-million project. If nothing else, we
have put a lot of people to work and have
thereby strengthened the local economy
considerably."
Rancho del Norte, when completed,
will have over 2,000 homes, representing
six successful builders. In addition to two
city parks, exercise stations and other
amenities, it will also feature a 600,000square-foot shopping center complex.
Although completion on this project is
imminent, Gohres and Comito have embarked on anew one, "Fairway Villas", on
the 192-acre Craig Ranch Golf Course,
located near Rancho del Norte Site I.
"We're very excited about it," Gohres
says. "We hope to develop more properties in Nevada. Millie and I purposely
moved here, leaving three generations of
family behind, because we love the area.
At some point, we're planning to get into
the building phase, as well. Right now,
we're fine tuning things, getting more
sophisticated. We have on occasion become involved in joint ventures including
Las Vegas Paving (Bob Mendenhall is
president) and theJ.C. Stimson family, of
the Craig Ranch Golf Course. In some
instances, you can't do it all, so it's nice to
be able to work with others who share
your ideals and dreams."
Despite a hectic, often over-loaded
schedule, Gohres says he and Millie make
themselves take the time to relax. "We
love to take cruises. Last year, for example, we went to Russia. In fact, this
year will be our 11th. It's one of the

greatest relaxations. You're away from
everything. Someone else is driving and
the food is wonderful. To me it's the
ultimate in travel and when you consider
the costs of your transportation, room,
food and entertainment, it certainly makes
sense economically. We love it and look
forward to it."
Gohres says the two also enjoy going
out to dinner often, particularly to Phillips
Supper House, owned by Phillip Deale.
The restaurant has become their favorite
because of the atmosphere, food and service. But Gohres admits to another form
of relaxation: exotic cars.
"Men, I guess, are born with a love for
cars. It's in their genes. I've been fortunate- I've been able to have a Ferrari, an
Astin Martin and some other great cars.
These cars were all paid for, by the way.
I once traded a Ferrari for an apartment
building, though. I fixed the place up, kept
it for about two and a half months and then
sold it for a nice profit. Sometimes you
have to put things into perspective."
Several years ago, the Gohres built their
dream home, the opulent 10,000-squarefoot Villa de Reve, located near Jones and
Palmyra in western Las Vegas. Boasting
seven elaborately hand-carved fueplaces ,
plus ornate and extensive custom woodwork, a 1,525-square-foot master bedroom suite, gymnasium, gourmet kitchen,

eight bathrooms and other amenities too
numerous to mention, the home obviously lends itself well to entertaining.
"Christmas is our thing," Gohres says.
"We always have a big Christmas party
every year for our family, friends and
associates. It's one of the ways we like to
say 'thank-you'. Millie especially loves
this time of year and goes all out as far as
decorating is concerned. We have a sixcar garage and it's filled with all our
Christmas decorations, mechanical animals and toys and such. She does a beautiful job and it's fun for us."
This past year, Merrill Lynch and Inc.
magazine put Gohres in the running for
Entrepreneur of the Year. Although he
didn't win the highly coveted title, he says
the fact that he was nominated at all was
an enormous thrill.
"I feel very good about this. Millie and
I have worked very hard and it hasn't
always been easy. You know, I'm convinced you don't get any brains until after
you're 35," he says philosophically.
"We've learned a lot. If you make a mistake, jump on it, clean it up and mo eon..
If you've got a problem, talk to the people
involved. Get another opinion. Sometimes
getting past little defeats will bring orne
big wins. I'll tell you something else: It'
not a degree that's important; it's what
you do with your knowledge that counts.
The best degree I can think of is practical
experience. The day you think you know
it all, you're in big trouble."
Gohres, who will be 48 in September,
says he is thankful that he and his wife are
at a point where they can select their
projects. Rancho del Norte, he adds, has
brought particular pleasure. "When the
first couple moved in there, Jimmy and I
bought some champagne and some candy.
We knocked on their door and said 'You
don 'tknow us. I'm Bill Gohres and this is
Jim Comito. We're the owners and developers. We'd like to welcome you to your
new home.' To be able to do that, to be
able to turn a 328-acre patch of mesquite
into a beautiful community ... that's the
real reward for us."
•
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SPEAKING FOR HEALTH CARE IN NEVADA

Health Care
in the '90s
by Anthony M. Marlon, M.D.
Chairman, President and
CEO of Sierra Health Services

More than 180,000 Nevadans are
currently without health insurance.
This is one of the major issues facing
all of us as we move into the '90s.
Businesses, especially, will be forced
to confront this challenge as the years
pass, since approximately two-thirds,

to suggest solutions. Rather, I will
outline measures which I believe will be
imposed on business by political forces,
either in Carson City or Washington,
D.C. in the not too distant future.
Recently, the Majority Leader of
the U .S. Senate, George J. Mitchell
(D-Maine), introduced what I believe
will be the harbinger of things to
come in an attempt to deal with the
uninsured. Under his proposal, all
small businesses would be required to
provide, and pay for, health insurance
for their workers. If they don't, a
payroll tax of seven percent will be
imposed. The remainder of the
uninsured, those who are not working,
will be covered by an expansion of
Medicaid, newly named AmeriCare.
Because the anticipated cost to the
government is small ($6 billion), which
will mainly pay for the expansion of
Medicaid, I believe some form of this
proposal will be enacted soon. The bulk
of the solution, which would deal with
two-thirds of a large and growing
social problem, would be paid for by
business, and thus would be budgetneutral to the government. That's
another strong argument for this
proposal's likely passage.
As part of this package, there is much
clamor for "insurance reform ' ~ What
this means is that insurance companies
would no longer be allowed to "experience rate" their various groups. Rather,
premiums for all groups will be based
on "community rating': In a nutshell,
this means the cost for "good risk"
groups will go up and the cost for "bad
risk" groups will go down. If further
reforms are added, such as "guaranteed
issue" and "guaranteed renewability';
the costs for all must increase. Frankly,
a£. bo:>.g a£. t.b.P.. ?l..a'Ji.D.cz, ti.P..ld. is. J.P..vel fur

our state are working for employers
who do not provide health coverage.
It is not my desire in this short space
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all insurance companies, we in the
industry will not oppose any of these
changes; after all, we are, in large part,

only a fmancing vehicle to spread risk.
In an attempt to ease the inevitable hit
to business, especially small business, a
coalition of Nevada insurers, hospitals,
brokers and health care providers have
teamed up to propose legislation to
provide small business insurance
reform. The bill, which as I write this
June 10, 1991 (currently called SB503),
is being considered by the Nevada
legislature. It would provide a "bare
bones" benefit policy to businesses
which currently do not offer insurance
to their employees. The policy would
provide basic medical and hospital
coverage to these businesses, but would
allow them to pass on offering the 20plus state mandated benefits that are
currently required to be included in
every insurance policy sold in Nevada.
These mandates, all valuable and wellmeaning, add 10 to 20 percent to the
cost of the average policy.
I strongly support SB503 because I
believe it is a partial solution to the
problem of the working uninsured.
When this legislation was proposed,
special interest groups, especially the
chiropractors, were out in droves
opposing it. But opposition without an
alternative solution for those 120,000
Nevadans who do not have insurance is,
in my opinion, unacceptable. Time and
again, we are told the reason small
businesses do not buy health insurance
is because of the cost. We must cut
somewhere, and get back to basics.
A $50 visit to the chiropractor is hardly
ever a life-threatening emergency, and
it will never force bankruptcy. An
acute appendicitis, however, is such
an emergency and at $10,000 to
$20,000 will break the average
uninsured working man.
My advice .. as the '90s unfold. is
simple: Stay informed and stay tuned.
One thing is certain. Health care and its
financing will change.
•

SPEAKING FOR HEALTH CARE IN NEVADA

The Cost of Health Care in
Nevada: Is It Defensible?
by Steven J. Peterson,
Administrator Desert Springs Hospital

Answers to mounting health
care costs are not easy ones.
Steven J. Peterson sheds
some light on the subject
from a hospital administrator's
point of view.

As a hospital administrator, seldom
a week goes by when I am not asked
to comment on the issue of high health
care costs, or charges to the few
Nevadans who pay on that basis.
Indeed the issue is much broader in a
national context as evidenced by the
Pepper Commission Report and spinoff legislation recently introduced in
Congress which would create a program of universal health insurance.
Unfortunately, there are a multitude
of issues including access, government discounted health plans, technology and utilization which combine
to drive up the rate of increase in
health care spending.
With regard to factors impacting on
health care expenditures in Nevada, the
following facts were generated in a
report prepared by a medical research
firm for Charter Medical Corporation:
In 1988, gross revenue for all Nevada
hospitals was just over $8,000 per
admission, the national average about
$5,700 per admission.
The difference of approximately
$2,300 per admission was accounted
for by a variety of factors:
- deductions from revenue:
55.8%
- higher operating expenses: 23.4%
- severity of illness:
17.1%
- higher capital costs (profit): 3.7%
The notion that high retail charges
translate into unreasonable profits is
unfounded. The single factor explaining
over half the difference in gross charges
per inpatient admission between
Nevada and the national average is
deductions from revenue. Although a
significant component of these deductions are discounts to government

programs such as Medicare, Medicaid
and Champus, large discounts are also
passed along to those companies who
belong to managed care networks.
The issue of profits needs to be
addressed further, because in a forprofit environment, a reasonable return
is necessary in order to justify making
capital available to deliver services.
Public hospitals do not need to earn an
above average profit margin because
they have access to tax revenues and tax
exempt bond financing. Voluntary
hospitals need to earn a somewhat
higher margin since they depend on
developing capital from retained
earnings in addition to fund-raising.
Proprietary hospitals, however, must
earn a still higher profit margin to
survive since they do not have access to
tax revenues or fund-raising and must
pay federal income and state sales taxes.
Nevada has a much higher percentage
of proprietary hospitals than on a
national basis, and it is reasonable to
conclude the six-percent profit margins
earned by Nevada hospitals are not out
of line when compared against a 4.8
percent national figure .
In viewing the health care cost
debate, business must participate in the
partnership to control costs. Support for
universal health insurance, reduced
mandated benefit programs and
aggressive managed care networks will
all help. Ultimately, however, the
moral, ethical and financial issues
surrounding access and entitlement
need to be addressed before meaningful
progress will be made. Costs can be
analyzed and defended- the real issue
is demand. We must prepare ourselves
to make some hard decisions concerning the value and quality of life which
will be acceptable in the next century . •
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SPEAKING FOR EDUCATION IN NEVADA

'~e

are Called Upon ••• II

by Mark H. Dawson, Chancellor,
University of Nevada System

The University of Nevada
System, straining to meet the
ever-increasing demands of
Nevada's growing population,
needs the support and backing of
Nevadans in general and the
state's business community in
particular - now more than ever.
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It is a critical time for the University
of Nevada System (UNS). We are
challenged to meet demands of
Nevada's explosive population growth,
public demand for higher quality, for
more new programs and better existing
programs, to build new buildings and
repair the ones we already have, to
recruit valedictorians and at-risk
students, to make faculty salaries more
competitive and reduce the ratio of
faculty to students.
We are called upon to help Nevada
diversify its economy, to attract and
conduct more research, produce winning athletic teams, enrich our cultural
environment, improve our physical
environment, and expand our educational programs throughout the state.
We are called upon to offer far more
services in numerous areas: health
services, alumni activities, financial aid,
counseling, recruiting, retirement
planning, library assistance, information, food services, campus security
and fund-raising, to name but a few.
The business community wants an
educated labor force to service the
growing population. It wants sophisticated academic programs and the new
technological equipment to accompany
them. New advanced academic programs such as engineering and architecture are currently being developed. Our
teaching institutions now enroll some
68,000 Nevadans who want more
services, new and different degree
programs, modern equipment, individual attention, skills to get better jobs.
Southern Nevada faces substantial
manpower needs associated with
medical care. We are also called upon
to provide medical care to thousands of
Nevadans who are less fortun ate and to
assist rural areas in delivering basic

medical services, to teach the illiterare
how to read, and immigrants how to
speak English. Researchers and teache
need more computers, books, labs ,
offices, equipment, financial and
retirement planning services. In other
words, our faculty need tools to do the·
jobs, and we need resources to attract
the best faculty and staff possible.
The list is much longer, of course.
I mention a few, because it is important
that Nevadans not lose sight of all its
higher education system is doing to
meet the state' s needs. We want to
accomplish even more. But we can ' t do
it alone. If the needs are to be met, it
will be because Nevadans support it.
The state can support two highquality universities. It can support
developing community colleges. And it
can support its internationally renowned
research arm, the Desert Research
Institute, dedicated to environmental
research directly benefitting the quality
of our lives- our air, water, land and
climate conditions.
Nevadans have the resources necessary to build a top-notch system of
higher education. I am well aware other
state-funded institutions, governing
bodies and organizations have needs
like those at UNS: to accommodate the
state's rapid population expansion.
UNS shares the same needs as Nevada 's
public schools, mental health system,
highways, prisons and more. The cost
of meeting these needs has outstripped
the available resources.
Higher education needs the support of
Nevada's elected officials and citizenry
to meet the growing demands. Nevadans must become willing to pay for the
services they are demanding. It won ' t
be cheap. In fact, it will be expensive.
And worth it.
•
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MANAGED CARE
CONSULTANTS
Joe lawrence brings 26 years of
experience in health core and health
core management to his position as
president of Managed Core Consultants, Nevada's largest private preferred provider organization (PPO).
Lawrence knows the business of health
care management and is quick to make his
point, "At Managed Care Consultants we
bring to the table two very important
items: we are independent and we are
managed care specialists."
Why are these two items so important
to Managed Care Consultants and their
clients? "Being independent means that
Managed Care Consultants is not owned
or operated by physicians or hospitals.
Managed Care Consultants works only
for the clients," said Lawrence. This enables MCC to seek out the best quality of
service for the least cost. As in any business, that's the key to success. "We manage the quality and cost of health care
services for our clients. We use those two
indicators to set our standards and goals,"
adds Lawrence, whose many years of
health care management experience has
set the tone at MCC. The company prides
itself on the greater than 100 years of
collective health care management experience among its executives.
Managed Care Consultants' Vice Presi-

dent Gerald Kring says, "Health care costs
are a non-specific budgetable item in a
company's annual proforma. They can
escalate with no warning. The company
who chooses the PPO which fits their
needs best will find a level of comfort
within that relationship. The integrated
services offered by that PPO can save the
company a great deal of money in their
health care costs."
Kring adds, 'The true management of
health care costs is an evolving specialty.
We're on the cutting edge of that trend at
MCC. The mega companies employing
over 100,000 across the country are all
turning to managed care for their health
plans. He adds with emphasis, "We're the
first in Nevada to offer the integration of
PPOs and utilization review in one central employee benefit center."
The trend across the nation to seek out
managed care specialists has put MCC at
the top of their class. "Many of the PPOs
lack the indicators," interjects Kring speaking of the three things which have identified MCC as a leader in their field. Those
are independence from hospitals and physicians, effectively managing health care
not just reporting incidents after they have
taken place, and having an employee benefit center operated by Managed Care
Consultants located in central Las Vegas.
MCC's expertise in managed care and
integrated services allows the firm's specialists the chance to share their knowledge with prospective clients. "The client
must first know what to look for in a
managed care organization so they can
choose the most effective health care management team fortheirneeds ," says Kring.
Sums up Lawrence, "It's definitely exciting to be on the cutting edge of the
nation's hottest health trend, to be independent, to have an employee benefit center, and to have the best managed care
specialists available."
•
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by Richard Chu/ick

Most Nevadans are
concerned with managing

Disability Income:
Protection You Need

risks. We ordinarily purchase
life/ home/ automobile and
health insurance - to protect
ourselves/ our families and
our assets - but we too often
overlook disability insurance.

Disability coverage is needed to protect
another item of value: your earning capacity. Most people are surprised to learn
that the possibility of not being able to
earn a living because of a disability that
lasts longer than 90 days, is about three
times greater than dying. And 30 percent
of all disabilities are permanent. Many
times they affect otherwise healthy people
who were injured in their daily activities.
Clearly, disability income insurance
should be an important tool in your risk
management program.

Determining adequate coverage
Too many people assume that benefits
from Social Security or an employer-provided group disability policy give adequate protection. Unfortunately, Social
Security Disability Insurance benefits are
difficult to obtain because the Social Security Administration's definition of disability is very strict. You will be considered disabled only if your physical or
mental impairment is so severe that not
only are you unable to perform your previous work, but based on age, education
and experience, you cannot perform any
other substantially gainful work. This is
true regardless of whether: (1) the work is
available in your immediate area, (2) a
specific job is available, and (3) you actually would be hired for that specific job.
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As a starting point, it will be helpful to
review the terms of your employer-sponsored group disability insurance. This
policy may fulfill your needs; however, .
many of these plans only provide shortterm coverage, lasting from six months to
two years. Also be sure to look at the
maximum benefit under the plan. If your
employer's plan has a low maximum benefit, the replacement income percentage
for highly-paid employees may be lower
than you expected. For instance, an employee earning $100,000 a year could find
that the plan provides a $4,000 monthly
maximum benefit - or just 48 percent of
pre-disability income.
First, determine how much coverage
you need. A good rule of thumb is that
benefits should equal about 60 percent of
your income; you may have difficulty in
finding an insurance company that offers
greater coverage. Remember, if you pay
the premiums yourself (as opposed to
your employer paying them for you), the
benefits you receive will be tax-free.
After you have determined the amount
of coverage needed, you should consider
these additional features when selecting a
specific disability income policy:
• How "disability" is defined
• The probation period
• The waiting period
• The duration of the payments
• Riders to the policy

Defining "disability"
How "disability" is defmed can determine whether you receive any payments
at all. A strict defmition might be: "The
insured is considered totally disabled only
if he or she is unable to perform any and
every duty pertaining to any kind of gainful occupation for which the insured is
suitably fit by training and/or experience."
A liberal defmition might be: "Total disability is the inability of the insured to
engage in any and every duty of his or her
own occupation." Many insurance companies are starting to split the definition of
disability by using a liberal definition for,
say, the first six months and the strict
defmition after that time. Shop around;
your goal is to find the policy that offers
the most liberal definition of disability.

Knowing when coverage
begins & ends
The probation period determines how long
the policy must be in force before it actually covers you. Obviously, you want the
probation period to be as short as possible.
The waiting period sets the time after
the disability occurs before you start receiving payments. The waiting period
should be as long as you can afford to be
without earned income, since the longer
the delay, the lower your premiums. Be
sure to consider any short-term coverage
offered by your employer when deciding
on the length of the waiting period.
Ideally, the length of time you receive
payments should be for life. However,
depending upon the coverage offered by
your retirement program and your eligi-
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bility for Social Security benefits, payments can be reduced or even eliminated
at age 65 or 70.
Finally, a host of riders are available.
For example, you can get coverage for
partial or residual disability, a guaranteed
renewable policy, a provision that allows
you to increase coverage as your earnings
increase and a cost of living adjustment.
Remember the time to buy disability insurance is while you are healthy. If you
are disabled, it may be too late.
These are just some thoughts to consider. Your tax advisor and financial consultant can provide you with more detailed information and should be consulted before taking any action.
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by Ehert Kowalk

Learn Before You Leap

Two years ago Stephen
Dinehart hod a dream,
a location and limited
savings. The problem:
How to raise money for a
start-up business with only
cosh-flow projections.
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"I could have written the best business
plan, yet all the banks would do is tum to
the cash-flow page and say, ' Don't you
have anything more concrete?'," recalls
Dinehart, founder of Chicago Brewing
Co. "I realized then that in order to get the
project off the ground I'd have to do some
creative financing." What followed was
an exploration into all facets of, and
sources for, small business fmancing : limited partnerships, the Small Business Administration (SBA), state and federal lending operations and venture capital.
"Going to a commercial bank as a startup company is like trying to get your first
credit card. I guess we were pretty naive.
They aren't willing to loan money to a
company without a credit history, and we
couldn't establish a credit history without
a loan." That led to Dinehart's attempt to
sell limited partnerships to friends and
relatives, "which also proved to be unfruitful," he says.
Typically, the biggest source of capital
for most small businesses are personal
resources, such as savings accounts, stocks
and others. Many entrepreneurs also raise
cash by taking second and third mortgages on their homes- even using credit
cards- yet find they still come up short.
This is when money raised from individuals- another frequently tapped source
- can make the difference between sue-

cess and failure. Friends, relatives, and
even professional contacts..:_ can serve as
a significant, but short-term, method of
generating additional cash.
Venture capitalists are another avenue
to pursue, but only if you can demonstrate
that your enterprise has a lock on a new
product or concept. An ability to develop
a previously unknown and lucrative market niche will also attract their eye.
"The fact is, it's difficult for smaller
firms to get financed . And obviously,
credit is getting tighter," says University
of Southern Maine Business School faculty member and small business consultant Warren G. Purdy of Marketing Services Associates, Portland, Maine. "Most
companies fail, however, because of a
lack of balanced experience. If entrepreneurs are using only their own money,
there is usually no third-party analysis.
They may not really be looking at their
situation objectively."
Purdy advises firms that get turned
down for financing to try again, but first
get an outside 'expert' to give their opinion. "Anyone starting up a business has an
emotional involvement that tends to color
his or her judgement. What you need is a
more clinical, detached analysis."
Before you advance to that step, however, you will need to create a business
plan. "No one will invest in an idea," says

Dinehart. "I bought a book and taught
myself how to write a business plan and
then I went to an SBA lender."
There are a number of books on the
subject of financing including three by
Joseph R. Mancuso published by Prentice
Hall: How To Get A Business Loan , How
To Write A Winning Business Plan, and
How To Start, Finance and Manage Your
Own Small Business.
Another source of information for small
business owners, much of it available at
little or no cost, are federal, state and local
governments. Local SBA branches, for
example, provide free management counseling and assistance in finance, manage-

ment, marketing, accounting, law and
other specialty areas. Many of these programs can direct you to the "outside analysis" discussed above.
Help can also be found at any of the 50
Small Business Development Centers
(SBDC) nationwide. The SBDCs are partnerships with state, private and university
funding institutions, which support a network of more than 700 offices providing
one-to-one counseling and training services. Last year, more than 300,000 businesses took advantage of SBDC advice.
"We can provide the service of an
SBDC management counselor, with access to experts from one of our universi-

ties, such as an engineer or computer
specialist, or if necessary a private sector
consultant to analyze the business and its
viability," says John Ciccarelli, state director, Massachusetts Small Business
Development Center.
"But one of the biggest services we
offer is teaching entrepreneurs to manage
and project cash flow. Many of our clients
don't understand how money goes through
the pipeline - profit and loss. Even in
good times, firms tell us they're doing
more sales but don't see anything in the
bottom-line. That's cash flow."
The SEA-sponsored Service Corp of
Retired Executives (SCORE) offers ad-
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In fact, its easy to read Uquid Crystal Display will guide you step by step
through over 70 other convenient fearures.
Call877-77ll or come into Centel today and ask about the orstar telephone
system. But please don't ask it to bring you coffee. We had to draw the line
somewhere.
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Norstar is a trademark of Northern Telecom.
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vice to start-ups, companies looking to
grow and those with specific problems.
There are 380 SCORE chapters comprised
of 13,000 members that provide counseling in 700 locations throughout the country. Here, again, you can find an expert to
walk you through the entire start-up process, from writing the business plan to
meeting with potential investors.
Dinehart made all the rounds and then
threw in a dash of creativity for good
measure. "We eventually moved to a hybrid plan which relied on various types of
capital," Dinehart says.
"It included a secured $475,000 SEAguaranteed loan through the ITT Small ,
Business Finance Corp. - a commercial
lender. We also arranged for a seven-year,
five percent fixed loan from the state,
based on the goal of creating 19 new jobs.
The favorable state terms reduced our
borrowing rate on our SBA loan, and its
willingness to subordinate the debt increased the security for ITT. Finally,"
says Dinehart, "I went back to a limited
partnership and raised $250,000, and to a
venture capital finn for the last $100,000."
He continued, "Today, we're the Chicago Brewing Co. We've been manufacturing Legacy Lager for several months
now . We recently won a gold medal for
Legacy at the Chicago Beer Society's
14th International Tasting. And we're
projecting 1991 sales of$1.5 million."
To that kind of growth, one can only
say, "Cheers."
•

Ehert Kowalk is an IBM marketing manager who focuses on small and growing
businesses in the Las Vegas area.
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Firm brings stability, experience
to its role as administrator of
employee benefit plans
ABPA/Harrinton is one of the nation 's
largest administrators of employee benefit plans and works exclusively in this
field. Comprised of American Benefit Plan
Administrator, Inc. (ABP A) and Harrington Services Corporation (HSC), ABPA/
Harrington has over l ,000 employees, 20
administrative offices, and $31 million in
assets. The combination of ABPA and
HSC provides a strength which enables
the company to offer superior administrative services for employee benefit plans.
ABPA/Harrington pays health, annuity
and pension benefits. Last year the company paid over $700 million in benefits.
"Both APBA and Harrington were
founded in the early '50s and we are
strong supporters of our motto: The race
for quality must be won every day," says
Operations Manager Don Mcintosh. "Service and quality go hand in hand and must
be maintained on a daily basis."
ABPA/Harrington relies heavily on
three main points when stressing its qualifications and experience. Service, stability and security are the key ingredients in
the company's success. "From a service
standpoint we're proud to have been in
continuous operation for over two decades. In addition, many of our employees have professional designations, our
in-house computer system is designed to
service the employee benefit industry,
and we treat each client as though they are
our only client," states Mcintosh.
Mcintosh counts the long history of

operation since the early ' 50s in the administration business as an asset on the
stability side. "We can be counted on," he
says and adds, "Being one of the largest
employee benefit administrators in the
country gives us fmancial stability second
to none in the industry. Add to that the fact
we aren't affiliated with an insurance company in any way and you've got all the
makings for true stability in the industry."
The third key is security. Mcintosh is
most serious about the security factor
with ABP A/Harrington and states matterof-factly, "Our computer operations are
monitored by the latest electronic protection devices allowing ample protection
for all our records . We maintain our own
internal audit department which runs independent checks of our operation and
our government compliance unit supplies
assistance to ensure the proper administration of the complex regulations governing employee benefit plans.

Hospice of Northern Nevada
wins volunteerism award
The Hospice of Northern Nevada, an
affiliate of Saint Mary's Regional Medical Center, has been awarded aJC Penney
Golden Rule Award for outstanding volunteerism. The award was presented at
the Eighth Annual Salute to Volunteers,
held in Reno in early May.
The Golden Rule A ward program recognizes the importance of community
service and honors individuals who play a
vital role in improving the quality of life
for others. The Hospice volunteers were
nominated for their willingness to become companions and provide support to
patients and family members during the
death and dying process.
Hospice of Northern Nevada is a special program of caring that helps improve
the quality oflife for patients and families
facing the stress ofterminal illness. Health
professionals and volunteers work together
to enable patients to remain at home as
long as possible in comfortable surroundings with their loved ones.

NHA files suit to recover
Medicaid losses
The Nevada Hospital Association
(NHA) filed a suit in the United States
District Federal Court in Reno, enjoining
key officials of the Nevada State Medicaid Agency "from continuing to violate
federal Medicaid law and the Nevada
State Medicaid Plan regarding the payment rates for inpatient hospital services."
In addition, the NHA delivered a suit to
the Second Judicial District Court of Nevada challenging the Division of Industrial Relations (DIR) and the State Industrial Insurance System (SIIS) with violations of numerous provisions of state law
regarding the payment rates for workers'
compensation cases.
NHA is the plaintiff in the ~edicaid
suit. Individu al hospitals, including SL
Mary's Regional Medical Center. W asboe
Medical Center, Elko General Hospiral.
Mt. Grant General Hospital South Lyon
Medical Center and Battle Mountain Hospital were identified as plaintiffs in the
worker's compensation suit.
In that suit, the individual hospitals
seek payment retroactively for underpayment since February, 1988, as well as
reform of the methodology used for setting future payments.
"Lawsuits are a last resort," Jerry Ash,
NHA president said. "In both cases it has
become clear that hospitals will not get
adequate compensation without legal action . It is even more clear that hospitals
cannot continue shifting the cost of underfunded state government programs to
other patients. That is a major factor driving Nevada's high hospital charges to a
shrinking few patients who pay full
charges and ... will no longer stand for it."
The state has acknowledged underpayment of Medicaid since January 1990,
but was prevented from correcting the
situation by a cap on the Welfare budget
imposed by the Legislature. Hospitals
contend the legislative cap automatically invites budget-driven reimbursement
decisions by Nevada Medicaid, which
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is expressly forbidden by federal law.
The suit asks the court to declare the
current methodology for developing rates
"invalid, unlawful and contrary to federal
Medicaid law" and to require "appropriate state funding of a methodology which
complies in all respects with (the) law . ..
notwithstanding state budgetary considerations." Annual losses to hospitals on
Medicaid services are estimated to be
from $3 million to $10 million.
The complaint charges that DIR set
rates in 1988 that were unsupported and
not similar to charges usually paid in the
state for similar treatment, and that DIR
has failed to review and revise rates annually, as required by statute.
DIR officials have publicly recognized
the rates are unreasonably low, but have
contended the division is legally prevented
from granting increases greater than the
most recent medical component of the
Consumer Price Index (CPI).

-

Washoe Medical Center
awarded accreditation renewal
Washoe Medical Center has been
awarded a full accreditation renewal from
the Joint Commission on Accreditation of
Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO). According to JCAHO surveyors, this honor
places Washoe Medin the top 10 percent
of 5,400 accredited hospitals nationwide.
Washoe Med' s home health care service,
Greater Nevada Home Health Care, also
received JCAHO accreditation.
JCAHO completed an on-site survey in
February of services at Washoe Medical
Center, including its cardiac, cancer,
trauma, emergency, obstetric and radiological services. The renewal extends
Washoe Med's hospital and home health
care accreditation through February 1994.
Washoe Medical Center received its
accreditation renewal under the stringent

new JCAHO standards which began in
1990. The new accreditation process uses
both clinical and organizational performance data to measure an organization's
ability to deliver quality health care.
Accreditation is important to hospitals
because it offers proof of an organizationwide commitment to quality care. Receiving accreditation means a hospital has
voluntarily asked to be evaluated by an
outside, independent organization of
health care professionals for compliance
with national standards set by other hospitals. Accreditation is also used by Medicare and other third-party payors such as
insurance companies to evaluate the quality of care a hospital provides.
JCAHO is a private, nonprofit organization which evaluates and accredits more
than 5,400 hospitals nationwide, as well
as 3,000 other health organizations such.
as home care, mental health, ambulatory
care and long-term care.
•

american benefit plan administrators, inc.
A Subsidiary of Harrington Services Corporation

ABPA is one of the Nation's largest administrators,
specializing exclusively in providing
administrative seroices for Employee Benefit Plans.
• Process and Pay Medical Claims
• Trust Fund Administration
• Managed Medical Care Program
• Payroll Audits

• Maintain Employee Work History
and Calculate Eligibility
• Medical Audit Program
• Process and Pay Pension and
Annuity Payments

1820 E. Sahara Avenue, Suite 320, Las Vegas, NV 89104 (702) 369-0000
Contact Dave Wagner, Vice President or Don Mcintosh, Operations Manager
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Nevada
Briefs
Chanen expands
Into the Las Vegas
market
Chanen Construction Company, Inc., a
full-service building and development fum
headquartered in Phoenix, Arizona, has
expanded its operations to include Las
Vegas, Nevada.
According to Herman Chanen, chairman ofthe board and president, "Nevada
offers a strong economy stimulated by
substantial growth. With our ample expe.rience throughout the Southwest and our
full range of construction related services
available, it is a natural for us to expand
into this region ."
Chanen has had a presence in Las Vegas since February 1990, when the firm
was selected by Howard Hughes Properties, Inc. to perform construction management/general contracting services for the
Lockheed Analytical Laboratory and Office Building. The 32,000-square-foot
state-of-the-art facility, which will be
used to analyze complex environmental
samples, was completed in October 1990.
In addition to combined constructionmanagement/general-contracting services, the 35-year-old firm offers project/

construction management, general contracting and design/build services.
Chanen Construction Company, Inc.,
one of the Southwest's leading construction fmns, was ranked 114th by Engineering News Record in its May 1990
listing of the "Top 400 Contractors" in
the United States, and is included in the
top 50 design-construct fmns.
Chanen's current projects include Phoenix Newspapers Inc.'s new 254,000square-foot production plant in Phoenix,
Arizona, which is scheduled for completion in February 1992. In addition, Chanen
is performing construction-management/
general-contracting services for the Sola/
Barnes-Hind Sterile Products Division
plant renovation, also in Phoenix, Arizona. Recently completed projects include
Terminal4 at Phoenix Sky Harbor International Airport, the America West Airlines' concourses, including equipment
installation/integration and interiors
construction at Terminals 3 and 4, and the
Maricopa County, Arizona, Southeast
Regional Public Service Facility.
Included in the Chan en family of companies, in addition to Chanen Construction Company, Inc. , are: Chanen Development Company, Inc., a developer of
commercial and industrial properties;
Wharfs ide One, owner of the Sheraton at
Fisherman's Wharf, a highly successful
525-room hotel in San Francisco, California; and Architectural Woodcrafters,
Inc., a national manufacturer of custom
millwork for high-end applications.

Barth Electronics
awarded Exporter
of the Year
Barth Electronics has received the prestigious Exporter of the Year Award for
Southern Nevada. The annual award,
jointly sponsored by the Nevada District
Export Council and the Nevada World
Trade Council, singles out a firm in
recognition of its efforts to enhance the

Nevada economy through exportation.
Barth Electronics, located in Boulder
City, designs and manufactures high voltage pulse instrumentation components.
These products are generally used in high
tech projects often related to national defense. The national laboratories are the
major customers.
According to Jon Barth, president and
founder, sales were almost entirely domestic prior to 1987 but a major cutback
in Nevada Test Site operations at thattime
threatened the very existence of the fum.
"Finding export markets was kind of
forced on us. But now we sell products in
Canada, England, France, Germany, the
Netherlands, Israel and Norway." Since
1987 export sales for Barth Electronics
have increased 15 fold and nowconstitute
a significant portion of total sales.
According to Larry Struve, director of
the Nevada Department of Commerce,
"Jon Barth's experience is not unique.
Many U.S. fmns are fmding that they
too must turn to exporting to remain viable. It is precisely because of Jon Barth's
success at developing export markets that
we honor him with this award."

lnacomp & VaiCom
announce merger
Inacomp Computer Centers, Inc.
(NASDAQ: INAC) and ValCom, Inc.
(NASDAQ: VLCM) jointly announced
they have signed a definitive agreement to
merge the two companies. Under the terms
of a merger agreement, ValCom will issue0.5609ofashareofValComcommon
stock plus $1 .00 cash for each share of
Inacomp common stock.
The new company, to be known as
InaCom Corp., will maintain executive
offices in Omaha, Nebraska and Troy,
Michigan. Troy will headquarter the company-owned operations and service business. Omaha will be operational headquarters and will house indirect channel
operations and distribution.
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Both the Inacomp and the ValCom
names will be maintained and utilized for
their respective distribution channels.
Inacomp currently has 54 company-owned
business centers and 289 franchise and
affiliate dealers. The ValCom channel
consists of 22 company-owned centers
and 320 independent franchises and affiliate dealers.
For the fiscal year end, December 1990,
ValCom's revenues were $428 million.
Inacomp posted revenues of $500 million
for its fiscal year ended July 1990.
Inacomp, headquartered in Troy, was
founded in 1976. The company serves
customers nationally as an authorized sales
and service provider for IBM, Compaq,
Apple and other leading manufacturers of
high-end computer solutions.
Val Com, founded in 1982, is headquartered in Omaha. The company also serves
a national customer base, offering leading

personal computer systems such as IBM,
Compaq, NEC andHewlettPackard, along
with advanced software products from
Banyan, Oracle, Novell and others.

Stardust exec
receives awarcl
Stardust Casino Collections Manager
Paul Bateman was cited recently for"outstanding scholarship and dedication" in
the Marketing and Resorts Department at
Community College of Southern Nevada.
Bateman was honored during a student
recognition program at the college.
He has been a part-time student at the
college for several years, and is working
toward a degree in business administration. He was recently asked to teach a
class in casino credit and collections operations at the college.

Bruce Industries
marks fourth year
at Dayton location
Bruce Industries, an international leader
in aircraft lighting systems and rural
Nevada's largest employer, has observed
its fourth anniversary in the state.
The 35-year-old family-owned company relocated to Dayton from Southern
California in 1987 and presently employs
about 400 workers at a 160,000-squarefoot facility here.
"Nevada has been good to us and Bruce
Industries has been good for Nevada,"
said Bruce Industries President Tom
Bruce. "We think we have made a significant contribution to a strong Nevada
economy and people here have gone out
of their way to help us."
• ·

Valley Equipment Leasing

When you need equ~ment financing,
you need to be talking with us.
Valley Equipment Leasing • CASH SAVINGS
can provide: • 100% FINANCING
• TAX ADVANTAGES

Call us. We'll tailor afinancing package to your needs.

Valley Equipment Leasing Company
AVALLEY CAPITAL CORPORATION COMPANY

Las Vegas ro2) 654-3885
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business indicators & anaiJ!.sis
NEVADA TAXABLE SALES
1111 1 •1 181

he Nevada economy appears unsure whether to grow or
decline. Some indicators point to an economic slowdown. Others show only modest pauses from growth
rates that have kept the state's growth path among the best
in the country. Indicators of a slowdown include unemployment and
sales tax collections. Unemployment rates for Nevada and its urban
centers of Las Vegas and Reno all show increases above month-ago
and year-ago figures . Nevada taxable sales also point to softness in
the state's economic strength. Collections are down from year ago
levels by a noteworthy 7.2 percent. On the other hand, gross gaming
revenue (one of the better indicators of dollar inflows into the state's
economy) continues to grow . Gaming revenue grew by2.28 percent
in March from the year-ago level. Visitor activity (measured by
passengers at McCarran and Cannon Airports) also continues to
grow. Thus, the state's economy during the summer of 1991 is
destined to be similar to an arctic summer evening- caught between
the light of day (a growing economy) and the darkness of night (the
national recession) .
Meanwhile, economic activity outside of Nevada gives a hint that
the national recession may be coming to an end. Latest information
points to arise in housing sales (up by 5,000 units from the previous
month's level). Although still below year-ago levels by 12.3 percent, the long slide in housing activity appears to have ended. This
is good news because housing and other big ticket purchases have
historically lead an economy out of recessions. Another positive
sign that the nation's economy may be recovering is the upturn in the
Commerce Department's index of leading economic indicators.
They have been pointing upward for the past fe w months. Thus,
many suggest an economic recovery beginning during the su mer.
Historically, the Nevada economy on average lagged the nat onal
economy into a recession and also lagged in the recovery. Moreov.er,
the declines in the Nevada economy have been decidedly less than
the national averages in the post World War II period. e western
states have outperformed the nation in five of the as seven recessions. The performanceofNevada in thecurrentrecession (although
not over) is no exception. Thus, the early signs of a new national
economic expansion gives a hint that the con cting impacts on the
Nevada economy may also be coming to an end.
Current economic events as reflecte in the business and economic indicators yield two conclusio s. One, the Nevada economy
is not immune to national recess"o . Unemployment in both the
national and Nevada economies nave moved upward in unison
during the current recessiona )'eriod. Two, the Nevada economy
continues to show a marked re ilience to economic downturns . The
comparatively small size of Nevada employment in manufacturing
has insulated the state from wider economic swings. Thus, as the
Nevada economy begins to recover in the months ahead attention
will shift to the issue of the strength of the upcoming expansion.

I

8. Keith Sch wer, UNLV Center/or Business & Economic Research
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AIR PASSENGERS
111 15-Hit t

DATE

LATEST
PERIOD

UNITS

PREVIOUS
PERIOD

UNEMPLOYMENT
Nevada

seasonally
seasonally
seasonally
seasonally

26.09%
35 .56%

adj .
adj.
adj .
adj .

Nevada Taxable Sales
Clark County
Washoe County
U.S. Retail Sales

-9. 17%
-0.23%

GROSS GAMING REVENUE
413,800
314,026
58,701

464,146
352 ,206
67,736

2.28%
4 .92%
-8.65%

2,291
154

2,461
125

3 ,1 65
234

-27.61%
-34.19%

232
67

635
93

283
39

-18:02%
71.79%

901
395 . 1

993
395.4

1,298
455 .6

-30.59%
-13 .28%

$ thousand
$ thousand
$ thousand

Nevada
Clark County
Washoe County

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY
Las Vegas Area
New Residences
New Commercial Perm its
Reno Area
New Residences
· New Commercial Permits

1st qtr 1 91
1st qtr 199 1

#permits
#perm its

4th qtr 1990
4th qtr 1990

u.s.
Housing Starts
Total Construction

Mar. 1991
Feb . 1991

HOUSING SALES
Las Vegas Area
Median Sales Price Ill
Average Cost/Square Foot
Average Mortgage Rate 121
Washoe County
Average Sales Price 11t
Average Cost/Square Foot
Average Mortgage Rate 121
U.S . Home Sales

1st qtr 1991
1st qtr 1991
1st qtr 1991

$
$ per sq . ft.
%

133,007
79.29
9.16

122, 194
85 .98
9 .58

126,666
78.92
9 .57

5.01 %
0 .47%
-4.28%

4th qtr 1990
4th qtr 1990
4 th qtr 1990
Mar. 1991

$
$ per sq. ft.
%
thousand

143,935
78 .58
9 .80
490

146,220
78.40
10.10
485

135,901
75.46
9 .80
559

5 .91 %
4 . 13 %
0.00%
-12.34%

1st qtr 1991
1st qtr 1991
Mar. 1991

passengers
passengers
thousand gal.

4 ,982,584
877,438
56,322

4,648,328
738,367
43,734

4 ,565,811
849,770
53 ,940

9 .1 3%
3 .26%
4 .42%

July 1, 90
July 1, 90
July 1, 90

people
people
people

1,280,020
800,840
256,640

1,197,260
733,180
251 , 130

6 .91%
9 .23%
2.19%

Mar. 1991
Mar. 1991
Apr. 30, 91
Apr. 30, 91
1st qtr 1991

1982-84= 100
$billion
%
%
$billion

128.7
804.7
10.0
7.78
5,375 .4

4.90%
4.75%
-10.00%
-27.12%
3.48%

TRANSPORTATION
Total Passengers 131
McCarron Airport, LV
Cannon Airport, Reno
State Taxable Gasol in e Sales

POPULATION ESTIMATES
Nevada
Clark County
Washoe County

NATIONAL ECONOMY
Consumer Price Index 1' 1
Money Supply - M 1
Prime Rate
Three-Month U.S. T-B il l
Gross National Product

135.0
842 .9
9 .0
5.67
5 ,562 .3

135.1
836 .4
9 .0
5 .91
5 ,527 .3

NOTES : ( 1) houses, condos, townhouses; (2) 30 yr. FHA; (3) enplaned/ deplaned passengers; (4) all urban consumers
SOURCES: Nevada Dept. of Taxation; Nevada Employment Security Dept.; UNLV, Center for Business and Economic Research;
UNR, Bureau of Business and Economic Research; US Dept. of Commerce; US Federal Reserve.
COMPILED BY: UNLV, Center for Business and Economic Research
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Nevada's Largest Managed
Health Care Organization.
The Mission of Sierra Health Services

'To develop people who provide high quality products and services in the
managed health care and insurance environments in order to maximize
value to our patients, customers· and shareholders."

The Companies of Sierra Health. Services

...• ,.,

OsM
HEALTH PLAN OF NEVADAsM
Nevada's largest health
maintenance organization.

•

.a ,.,
O sM
SOUTHWEST MEDICAL ASSOCIATESsM
N evada's largest multi-specialty
medical group serving Southern Nevadans.

•

.a OpsM
SIERRA HEALTH & LIFEsM
A life and health insurance
company licensed in 23 states.

•O sM

.W

r

FAMILY HEALTHCARE SERVICESsM
A home health care agency
licensed in Nevada.

~
FAMILY HOME HOSPICESM

SIERRA HEALTHCARE OPTIONS, INCSM

